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ABSTRACT 
 
The work presented in this thesis proposes the use of measured torque feedback from an 
integrated, low cost surface acoustic wave (SAW) torque transducer in place of a position 
sensor to control brushless permanent magnet (BLPM) machines. The BLPM machine 
closed loop control requires knowledge of the rotor position to control stator current and 
maximum torque per ampere. The electrical position feedback to control the phase current 
requires a position sensor or position sensorless technique. 
Position sensors such as absolute encoder or resolver are needed for position information, 
in the absolute encoder, an accurately patterned disk rotates between a light source and a 
detector giving a unique digital output signal for every shaft position. However, each bit in 
the digital world represents an independent track on the encoder disk, resulting in a 
complex and costly sensors. Brushless resolvers operation is based on inductive coupling 
between stator and rotor winding. The resolver with its resolver to digital converter also 
gives precise absolute position information, but again the cost is often prohibitive. So the 
disadvantages of the position sensors are the added cost and size to the machine. The 
position sensorless techniques for the BLPM machine are based on obtaining position from 
the terminal voltages and currents based on estimating the back electro-magnetic force 
(EMF), flux-linkage or inductance which from position can be estimated. The 
disadvantages of the back-EMF and flux-linkage techniques are (1) that they behave poorly 
at zero and low speed (2) behave poorly for load disturbances since load torque is 
estimated from machine parameters which can change. The inductance techniques work at 
zero and low speed, however the disadvantages are (1) in a surface mounted machine there 
is no saliency so any variation of winding inductances with rotor position arises from 
magnetic saturation; (2) the back-EMF dominates the rate-of-change in the current; (3) the 
variation of incremental inductances with rotor position undergoes two cycles per single 
electrical cycle of the brushless pm machine causing an ambiguity in sensed position; (4) 
the distortion due to the nonlinearities in the inverter; (5) the load offsets and the noise 
caused by signal injection. 
This thesis develops a start-up routine and operation algorithms that enhance the 
performance of position sensorless control of brushless permanent magnet machines at all 
speeds, including zero speed, and loads by using a machine integrated, low-cost, SAW 
torque transducer in place of the rotor position sensor.   
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CHAPTER 1  
 
BRUSHLESS PERMANENT MAGNET 
SERVO DRIVES 
 
 
1.1  Introduction  
 
When used to control variable torque or speed, brushless permanent magnet (PM) drive 
systems require rotor position (angle) feedback to effectively control phase current and 
optimise torque per ampere. To obtain rotor position information with the required angular 
resolution, position sensors, for example, absolute or incremental optical encoders, 
resolvers or Hall-effect based sensors are required. These devices add cost to the drive 
system and are, generally, susceptible to electrical noise, mechanical damage and ambient 
temperature. Consequently, there has been much research effort to remove these sensors 
and determine position via other techniques, so-called ‘sensorless schemes’. These are in 
fact position sensorless schemes since they generally utilise other sensors within or around 
the drive system, as will be reviewed later in this Chapter. This thesis follows on from 
earlier research investigating the feasibility of utilising a non-contact, integrated, surface 
acoustic wave (SAW) torque sensor to enhance the dynamic performance of a brushless 
PM servo drive [1-7], and discusses the potential utilisation of such a device for estimation 
of rotor angular position. Given that an integrated torque sensor is an additional sensor, 
albeit a potentially more robust and reliable one then a typical position sensor, the interest 
of the sponsoring company, Sensor Technology Ltd., Banbury, Oxfordshire, UK, is 
removal of the rotor position sensor, thus making the torque sensor based system more 
commercially attractive. The study of position sensorless drive systems is still a very active 
research area and a review of methods published to date is made in the next section.  This 
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review has tried to be exhaustive in scope so as to clarify the novelty contributed by this 
thesis.  Here, a non contact SAW torque transducer embedded within the PM machine is 
used to enable position sensorless machine control from zero speed up to speeds where by 
traditional flux-estimator (for example) may take over the position estimation function.  
Fig. 1.1 presents an overview of the control of brushless PM machines, illustrating industry 
and research developments in relation to this thesis study.  
The in-line torque transducer is therefore briefly discussed in Chapter 1 and then 
characterized in Chapter 3.  Position sensorless schemes are reviewed in Chapter 1 to set 
the scene for the thesis study.  Chapter 2 presents a position sensorless start-up routine for 
brushless permanent magnet machines.  Chapter 3 discusses machine characterisation and 
test facilities designed for experimentation and validation of machine control schemes 
discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.  Finally, Chapter 6 will draw the overall conclusions from 
the research study. 
 
 
Fig. 1.1  Control of brushless PM machines. 
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The SAW torque transducer has been used to enhance the dynamic performance of servo-
drive systems by the use of measured shaft torque feedback [1-7].  Common torque 
transducer measures torque based on the relationship between torque and angle of twist in 
a shaft, and/or the change of material characteristics when subject to torsional stress.  
However, in a rotating shaft system, torque measurement is difficult to obtain because 
supporting circuitry has to contact to a rotating body. Optical torque transducers measure 
the angle of shaft twist, but that requires a long slender shaft that will lower the system 
stiffness. Magneto-elastic torque transducers can yield greater system stiffness because 
they are responsive to torsion stress rather then strain.  However, torque measurements that 
are due to stress induced variation are generally effected by external influences such as 
magnetic and thermal conditions.  Thus, the main deficiencies in most common torque 
transducer technologies are summarised below [1]: 
• high cost. 
• reliability and high-repair costs: typically due to excessive torque applied. 
• size and space required: transducer size and extra couplings required. 
• limited bandwidth: generally around 500Hz. 
• impact on control system performance: due to the inherent torsional compliance of the 
torque transducer. 
Therefore, there is great interest in low cost, high performance, non-contact torque 
measurement and SAW transducers have emerged as a candidate technology for 
application in high performance electro-mechanical drive-systems [1-5], since they do not 
significantly affect system stiffness, exhibit high sensitivity, have high bandwidth (≈2.0 
kHz) and are relatively unaffected by servo-machine generated electromagnetic noise [1].  
Hence, the sensing elements can, in principle, be integrated directly within the servo-
machine assembly.  The SAW elements and instrument transducer are discussed in further 
detail in Appendix A1.  
Fig. 1.2 schematically illustrates the SAW torque sensor mounted inside an electro-
magnetic machine (a). Note, the machine technology is not constrained to brushless PM 
and could be applied to other brushless machine technologies, i.e. induction, synchronous 
and switched reluctance machines.  However, these are outside the scope of this research 
study.  Fig. 1.2 also illustrates the prototype PM machine with integrated SAW torque 
sensor and display unit (b) and a cross-section of SAW machine showing the location of 
the sensing device (c).  
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(a)  SAW torque sensor inside the 
prototype PM machine [1]. 
 
(b)  Prototype PM machine with 
integrated torque transducer [1]. 
 
(c)  Engineering drawings of the prototype PM machine [1]. 
 
Fig. 1.2  Brushless PM machine and integrated SAW torque sensor concept.  
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1.3  Literature Review of Position Sensorless Control  
 
1.3.1  Introduction 
 
Position sensorless torque controlled drives for machines excited with sine waves 
(brushless AC) or rectangular phase currents (brushless DC) is not a new research subject 
with many papers published in the field.  For example, the idea of position sensorless 
torque controlled drives was discussed by Frus and Kuo [13] in the mid 1970’s, where they 
designed control circuitry for a self-synchronously driven step motors under closed-loop 
control. They determined rotor position via analysis of the phase current waveforms, a 
technology referred to as ‘waveform detection’. This was followed by ‘indirect position 
sensing’, so named because the position estimation was due to observation of voltage and 
current waveforms. Other authors have used the term ‘direct position sensing’, because the 
position was sensed directly from measurements at the machine terminals and not via a 
separate encoder. These drives are now referred to as ‘sensorless drives’, although the 
terminology could be considered misleading. The technique should be known as position 
sensorless which refers to only speed and position sensors, i.e. current and voltage sensors 
are still required to implement closed loop control [14]. Large drive manufactures (Control 
Technquies Plc, Siemens, Hitachi, Yaskawa, Eurotherm, etc.) are very interested in 
sensorless control, some having introduced sensorless induction machine drives [14]. 
However, at very low speeds these machines can not operate without speed or position 
sensor feedback.  In general, rotor position is measured by a position sensor; Hall-effect 
sensors, optical encoders and resolvers being the must commonly used devices. Hall-effect 
sensors require one sensor per phase symmetrically mounted around the machine stator to 
detect the magnetic field due to the main rotor magnets or an auxiliary magnetised disk. 
The output signals are processed to provide the logic signals required for the inverter [15].  
Brushless AC controlled drives require a high resolution in rotor position for good control 
of machine phase currents.  The position sensor maximum speed of operation is limited by 
the high-frequency characteristics of the electronics, and particulary by the opto-
electronics. The resolution of the disc will determine the speed of operation in which the 
higher the resolution the higher the cost [8].  Position sensors such as electromagnetic 
resolvers or digital optical encoders are used when continuous position sensing is required. 
An electromagnetic resolver and resolver-to-digital converter electronics yield absolute 
position and is based on transformer coupling between the device stator and rotor 
windings. Disadvantages are the cost and size of the resolver and associated electronics [9, 
10, 14].  
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Optical encoders are, by far, the most widely used sensors for servo drive systems. There 
are basically two types of encoders, either incremental or absolute. Incremental optical 
encoders do not keep track of position all the time and information can be lost when the 
drive system is turned off. On the other hand, absolute encoders have a specific position 
output regardless of drive system excitation. As with resolvers, optical position sensors, 
have a cost disadvantage but, more importantly, they are highly susceptible to external 
mechanical damage to the sensor and associated cabling, introduce an element of noise to 
the drive system due to cable lengths, ground loops and screening issues etc. [11, 12, 14]. 
Consequently, a goal of position sensorless control is to eliminate these sensors, thus 
reducing the total hardware cost while improving mechanical robustness (and hence 
reliability) and noise immunity. Many high performance drives require the system to have 
a small inertia, thus these sensors increase the system inertia and damping. In small drives 
it is impossible to use such sensors since the cost of the position sensor can be close to that 
of the machine. Further, the machine and hence associated position sensors may have to be 
mounted in a hostile environment, again limiting suitability. In summary, the main 
advantages of position sensorless drives are [14]: 
 
• cost reduction  
• hardware reduction 
• operation in hostile environments 
• higher reliability  
• decreased maintenance requirements 
• increased noise immunity 
• unaffected machine inertia 
• application to off-the-shelf machine  
 
It is accepted by many in research and industry that in the future, speed- and position-
sensorless drives will emerge and find wide industrial application [14].  For completeness, 
Appendix A2 discusses the resolver and optical position sensing technologies in greater 
detail.  
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1.3.2  Brushless PM machines and drive systems  
 
The simple equivalent circuit for one phase of a brushless PM machine consists of a phase 
voltage that supplies the phase current to a series resistance, inductance and back-EMF as 
illustrated in Fig. 1.3 (a). The phase back-EMF voltage is generated by the rotation of the 
rotor permanent magnet and is therefore dependent on rotor position relative to the stator 
coils and speed which determines amplitude as will be discussed later. The generated back-
EMF vs. electrical position for of a brushless AC (sinusoidal) machine is illustrated in 
Fig.1.3 (b). If the PM machine inductance exhibits saliency the phase inductance will also 
vary with rotor electrical position and have a direct mechanical relationship to the machine 
back-EMF as illustrated in Fig. 1.3 (c).  
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(a)  Circuit diagram for one phase (c)  Phase inductance variations. 
 
Fig. 1.3  Simple equivalent circuit representation of one phase  
of a brushless PM machine. 
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The machine air gap power is developed when phase current supplied via the drive system 
power electronic inverter interacts with the machine back-EMF. Since phase inductance 
and back-EMF vary with rotor position, they both effect the machine current for a known 
supply voltage waveform. Thus, it is intuitive that by analysis of the machine phase voltage 
and resultant current waveforms, the inductance, back-EMF or phase flux-linkage can be 
extracted, from which rotor position can be estimated. These concepts form the cornerstone 
of most position sensorless control schemes, as illustrated by the flow chart of Fig. 1.4.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.4  Scope of position sensorless techniques for BLPM machine. 
 
In brushless drive system the machine phase currents are controlled to yield torque output 
over a speed range dictated by the system DC link voltage.  For motor operation, this 
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axis current in the field opposing that of the permanent magnets [16-17].  Position 
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system designs aim towards trapezoidal back-EMF’s to reduce excitation torque ripple 
during commutation events. However, inherent cogging torques usually adds harmonics to 
the electro-magnetic design.  Excitation and cogging torques will be discussed and 
illustrated later in the thesis. Because one phase of the brushless DC machine is not 
switched by the power inverter, the back-EMF voltage in the unexcited phase can be 
detected to establish a switching sequence for commutation of the power devices.  Based 
on the rotor position, the power devices are commutated sequentially every 60 degrees 
electrical to continually synchronize the phase voltage excitation with the back-EMF. The 
electrical phase of the back-EMF should be the same as the stator currents for optimal and 
maximum torque per ampere. Brushless AC control requires sinusoidal phase currents to 
flow to produce a constant torque with low ripple.  To achieve sinusoidal phase currents 
the machine control algorithm requires continuous rotor position feedback.  At any instant 
in time, three power devices of the three-phase bridge inverter are conducting, thus back-
EMF sensing techniques reported to date cannot be employed. Techniques for position 
sensorless brushless DC control are illustrated by the schematic overview of Fig. 1.5. The 
position sensorless techniques will be discussed in section 1.3 in more detail.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.5  Overview of position techniques published to date. 
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1.3.3  Back-EMF detection methods: zero crossing sensing 
 
As mentioned for brushless DC control, the back-EMF of the unexcited phase can be 
detected to establish a switching sequence for commutation of the drive system inverter 
[18-20], as illustrated in Fig. 1.6, showing the time relationships between the three 
idealised phase back-EMF voltages a, b, and c, the back-EMF zero crossing instants and 
zero crossing shifted by 90 degrees electrical.  Kenichi proposed in [18] to monitor the 
three terminal voltages Va, Vb and Vc and a neutral voltage Vn via a comparator circuit, as 
shown in Fig. 1.7.  At the instant of a zero crossing one of the three terminal voltages is 
equal to the neutral voltage.  This position of point D, this position shown in Fig 1.6, needs 
to be delayed by 90 electrical degrees to generate the switching signal to be used in the 
inverter.  They used this method in air conditioning systems.  The disadvantages of this 
method are that it has phase differences between the actual position and the estimated 
position signal resulting from speed variation of the brushless DC machine; it does not 
work at low speeds; and requires additional circuitry to as a comparator for the neutral 
voltage.  Jianwen Shao proposed in [19] a zero crossing sensing technique without the 
neutral point and utilizing the inverter by a proper pulse width modulation (PWM) 
strategy.  The method was for an automotive fuel pump application. Starting of the motor 
was aachieved by an open loop ramp that was predetermined experimentally.  The phase 
locked loop method proposed in [20, 21] works by firstly detecting the rotor position 
through the unexcited phase and outputs a pulse to the communication control logic based 
on the speed setting.  This method has a narrow speed range due to the limited capabilities 
of the phase detector and is sensitive to PWM switch noise which may lead the system to 
be unstable.  To summarize, technique based on the back-EMF zero crossing in [18-21], do 
not work at zero and low-speed. They all require three voltage and two current sensors and 
a comparator circuit to sense the neutral voltage.  The schemes are also sensitive to load 
changes which tend to lead to some instability. 
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Fig. 1.6  Zero crossing sensing to derive commutation signals [16]. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.7  Comparator circuit for zero crossing [18]. 
 
D 
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1.3.4  Back-EMF detection methods: third harmonic voltage sensing 
 
A number of authors has proposed position sensorless using the stator EMF third harmonic 
voltage component, as discussed in [22-24].  The PM machine must be designed to be have 
an air-gap flux-density with an induced third harmonic voltage component. To acquire the 
third harmonic voltage a set of resistors are connected across the two neutrals used to 
determine the third harmonic voltage, as illustrated in Fig. 1.8.    Moreria showed in [24] 
that: 
 
0as sn nav v v+ + =  (1.1) 
 
 
0bs sn nbv v v+ + =  (1.2) 
 
 
0cs sn ncv v v+ + =  (1.3) 
 
 
Thus when adding (1.1) to (1.3) the result is: 
 
( ) 3 ( ) 0as bs cs sn na nb ncv v v v v v v+ + + + + + =  (1.4) 
 
 
For a balanced three phase winding, the sum of the stator currents is zero.  Similarly the 
summation of the voltages is also zero which leads to: 
 
1[ ]
3sn thirdharmonic high
v v v= +  (1.5) 
 
 
The rotor flux can be estimated from the third harmonic voltage signal by integration of: 
 
sn thirdharmonicv dtψ = ∫  (1.6) 
 
 
Thus, the third harmonic voltage is integrated and input to the zero crossing detector.  The 
output of the zero crossing detectors determine the switching sequence for turning on and 
off the power inverter switches, as illustrated Fig. 1.9.  This method is not as sensitive to 
phase delay as the zero crossing method.  Since the third harmonic frequency is three times 
that of the fundamental, the filtering requirement when using a low pass filter is 
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advantageous.  The third harmonic approach was implemented by Shen [25] in the high 
speed flux-weakening region with current flowing in all three phases.  The disadvantages 
of this method are that they do not work at stand still and low speed, require three voltage 
sensors and two current to achieve control. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.8  Third harmonic signal circuit [23]. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.9  Third harmonic signal to drive commutation signals [16]. 
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1.3.5  Back-EMF detection methods: integration  
 
When the back-EMF crosses zero an integrator takes the absolute value of the back-EMF 
and starts integrating [26-27] as illustrated in Fig. 1.10.  The integrated absolute back-EMF 
waveform reaches a predetermined threshold voltage which provides a commutation pulse.  
The threshold value and the integrator constant depend on the machine and the alignment 
of the phase current waveform with the back-EMF voltage.  The threshold is set to stop the 
integration and thus corresponds to a commutation instant.  The threshold is kept constant 
throughout the drive system speed range. To advance the current the threshold voltage is 
changed.  Once the integrated value reaches the threshold voltage, a reset signal is asserted 
to zero.  The reset signal is kept on long enough to prevent the integrator from starting to 
integrate until the current in the open phase has decayed to zero, as illustrated in Fig. 1.10.  
The advantages of this technique are reduced switching noise and automatic adjustment of 
the inverter switching instants to changes in rotor speed.  The disadvantages are that this 
scheme does not work at stand-still and low speed, requires three voltage sensors and three 
current sensors. Further the threshold voltage must be known before operating. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.10  Back-EMF integration [27]. 
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1.3.6  Inverter free-wheeling diode current  
 
Rotor position information can be determined from the conduction state of free-wheeling 
diodes in the unexcited phases [28-29].  For a short period after opening the machine phase 
there still remains current circulating in the winding via the inverter bridge free-wheeling 
diodes.  This open phase current becomes zero at the same time in the commutation 
interval, which corresponds to the point when the back-EMF of the open phase crosses 
zero.  This method can be explained by considering Fig. 1.11; when the bridge upper 
switching device Ta+ and switch Tb- are turned on, current will flow through phase a and 
phase b while phase c is open. When Ta+ is turned off current continues to flow through 
the diode, Da,  and decreases.  The detecting circuit consists of a resistor and diode which 
are connected to a comparator for voltage clamping. The reference voltage is smaller then 
the free wheeling current voltage drop and the detecting circuit needs two isolated power 
supplies as shown in Fig. 1.12.  The biggest downfall for this method is the requirement of 
six additional isolated power supplies for each of the comparator circuits.  
 
 
 
Fig. 1.11  Simplified circuit on free wheeling diode operation [28]. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.12  Free wheeling diode circuit [28]. 
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1.3.7  Flux-linkage estimation  
 
The position information is determined from the machine line voltages and phase currents 
with the aim of estimating flux-linkages [30-34].  The stator flux-linkage is firstly 
estimated in a stationary reference frame then the rotor position is calculated from the 
estimated flux linkages.  The flux linkage can be estimated [34]: 
 
su R i dtα α αψ = −∫  (1.7) 
 
 
su R i dtβ β βψ = −∫  (1.8) 
 
 
An estimate of flux-linkage can be produced by subtracting the resistive voltage drop from 
the phase voltage and then integrating the result. The flux linkage position can be 
calculated as: 
 
1tan βψ
α
ψ
θ
ψ
−
=  (1.9) 
 
 
Flux-linkage estimation techniques can be divided into two categories: 
 
• Open-loop flux estimation is a method without feedback, but by direct flux estimation. 
The open-loop flux estimation can initially be used with a pure integrator circuit to 
estimate the flux as detailed in [30]. However, the pure integrator has drift problem and 
initial value problems explained in [16]. The drift problems are caused from small 
offset signals which are summed over time, ultimately causing the integrator to 
saturate. The initial value problem is due to the pure integrator, if a sine wave is 
integrated a cosine will appear. This is true only if the sine wave is input at its peak, 
otherwise a DC offset will appear [35]. This DC offset does not exist during machine 
operation, but can be generated, for example, when there is a rapid change in the input. 
The integration drift is a problem when using (1.7) and (1.8), but can be reduced by 
using a low pass filter [35]. 
• Closed-loop flux estimations there are two ways of implementing closed-loop flux 
estimation either with a mechanical model or a look-up table. In the mechanical model, 
torque is calculated from the flux-linkage and current, as shown in [36], where the 
machine three phase currents are calculated from an assumed initial position this is 
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then used to estimate flux-linkage. Torque is calculated from the current and calculated 
flux, and the predicted position corrected by the difference between the calculated 
current and the actual current error. The estimated flux-linkage is corrected using the 
corrected rotor position from the error between the measured stator current and 
calculated current.  The second method is when the flux-linkage is calculated from the 
measured currents and voltages, and a look-up table containing the flux-linkage versus  
position and current characteristic is used to estimate current and position [16, 37].  
Position estimation using flux-linkage may be viewed as an combination of sensing 
back-EMF and inductance, so a lot of authors have researched the idea of an extended 
back-EMF estimator that includes rotational back-EMF and inductance terms [38-40]. 
In the flux-linkage based methods, machine parameters are required. The methods are 
therefore sensitive to parameter variations.  Moreover, the stand-still and low speed 
position prediction is not possible.  
 
1.3.8  Hypothetical rotor position 
 
In this method, the difference between the measured state variables and the estimated state 
variables is used to obtain positional information. The ideal voltage is calculated using the 
instantaneous voltage equation of the machine and the measured current. The difference 
between the actual and ideal values is proportional to the angular difference between 
hypothetical and actual rotor positions. Here, 
 
(i) Rotor position is assumed. 
(ii)  The machine variables are calculated in the rotor reference frame.  
(iii) The measured variables are also transformed to the rotor reference frame using the 
assumed position.  
(iv) The difference between the calculated and measured values is proportional to the 
true rotor position and the assumed rotor position shown as: 
 
( )dq hypotheticaldq ev v v θ∆ = − ∝ ∆  (1.10) 
 
 
( )dq hypotheticaldq ei i i θ∆ = − ∝ ∆  (1.11) 
 
 
The machine variables for the hypothetical method are voltage and current. Studies on this 
method concluded that applying current values is better than applying voltage values.  
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The disadvantages are computational intensity requiring fast processors with high 
resolution; the technique does not work at low speed and it is also dependent on parameter 
variations [41-43]. 
 
1.3.9  State observers for rotor position estimation 
 
In the state observer method, the dynamic model of the machine is used in the state 
observers as illustrated in Fig. 1.13. These dynamic models are driven with the same inputs 
as for the real machine. The state of the modelled machine follows the state of the real 
machine to check and ensure the accuracy. The observer corrects any error arising from the 
difference between the output of the real machine, which is measurable, and the output of 
the modelled machine in the estimated state. Since state observers are model based, 
parameter variations in the system can be expected to affect observer performance. There 
are many observer schemes published such as full order observer [44-46], reduced order 
observer [47-48], non linear [49], disturbance [50-52], sliding mode observer [53-60] and 
Kalman filter [61-63]. The fundamental idea of the basic full-order state observer was 
developed by Luenberger of Stanford University in 1964 [16] and the theory can be 
applied to brushless PM machine control. The PM model is driven by voltages and currents 
that are transformed into the rotor reference frame using an estimate of the rotor position. 
Therefore, the difference between the estimated output of the model and the measured 
currents transformed into the estimated frame is not correct, generating an error that can be 
used to correct the preceding position estimate. The performance of the observer depends 
on appropriate choice of gains. For a given set of gains, the stability of the observer can be 
predicted. The Full-Order Observer discussed in [44-46] is a basic observer, which 
estimates all states. Reduced-Order-Observer depends on system outputs being linear 
transformation of the system states. The observer can be reduced by coupling some of the 
system states to the output of the observer through a linear transformation (or the actual 
measurements if the states are readily available for measurement). Only the states of 
interest need be estimated by the lower order observer. Voltages and currents are easily 
measurable, helping to reduce the order and therefore reducing the number of states needed 
for the reduced observer [47-48]. In [47] the observer was constructed to use only two 
measured phase currents and thus reduced the number of sensors. Non-Linear-Observer 
take into account rotor position and velocity estimates that best fit the available data to the 
back-EMF function [49]. Disturbance-Observer implemented in [50-52] are basically 
reduced order observers used with the system states that assume quasi-static (fast 
sampling) calculating times. The slight variation of the state variables from one sample to 
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the next is termed a disturbance, which results in observations of small changes in rotor 
position angle, this observer usually monitors the flux-linage. The Sliding-Mode-Observer 
[53-60] is basically an observer with inputs as discontinuous functions of the error between 
the estimated and measured outputs. The system dynamic behaviour in the sliding mode is 
only decided by the surface chosen in the state space and is not affected by the matched 
uncertainty. The performance of the Sliding-Mode-Observer position estimation depends 
on the quality and accuracy of the measured values of voltages and currents. The Kalman-
Filter is an optimum state observer estimator [61-63]. A Kalman-Filter provides an 
optimum observation of noisy sensed signals and parameter variations. The measured 
voltages and currents are transformed to stationary frame components using the state 
equations and a Kalman-Filter; the missing states (rotor position and velocity) are 
estimated. The estimated rotor position is used for commutation. The filter estimation is 
constantly corrected by an additional term originating from the measurement. The function 
of the filter is to correct the estimation in recursive manner. The filter constantly works on 
the output and corrects its quality in a recursive manner based on the measured values. In 
[63] two observers, a Sliding-Mode-Observer and a Kalman-Filter where implemented. 
The Sliding-Mode-Observer was used to detect the instantaneous value of the motor back-
EMF and the Kalman-Filter was cascaded and employed to identify the rotor speed and the 
back-EMF fundamental shape, from which position can be estimated. The critical step in 
designing the observer is to select the gains to yield the best position.  
 
 
Fig. 1.13  State observer for rotor position estimation. 
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To illustrate some of these observers the brushless PM stator reference frame can be 
written as [52]: 
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s e
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Rdi
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(1.12) 
 
 
The flux-linkage is considered to be a disturbance state that satisfies a known differential 
equation which is: 
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(1.13) 
 
 
Combining the disturbance state vector with the state variables yields: 
 
( )Tx i iα β α βψ ψ=  (1.14) 
 
 
The input vector u is the applied phase voltages in the α-β coordinates: 
 
( )Tu u uα β=  (1.15) 
 
 
The output vector y is the measurable currents in the α-β coordinates: 
 
( )Ty i iα β=  (1.16) 
 
 
Thus, the brushless PM state and output equations are: 
 
dx A x Bu
dt ω
= +  (1.17) 
 
 
y Cx=  (1.18) 
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The state model flux-linkages ψα and ψβ are not measurable therefore instead of a complex 
full order observer a reduced observer can be used for stable estimation of the flux linkage, 
and instead of the measurable phase voltages, the reference voltage are used as the 
estimator input and is shown in detail [52]. The disadvantages of observers are that they do 
not work at stand-still and low speed, this is a common problem for all observers. The 
mechanical model 2-axis rotor reference frame must have correct parameters, if the sense 
parameters are wrong then flux and torque control will be lost. At low speed the observer 
becomes very sensitive to stator resistance. A loss of the observer stability will results in 
erratic and destructive motor operation.  
 
1.3.10  Inductance variation with rotor position 
 
The rate of change of machine winding current depends on the inductance of the machine 
winding, variation of which may be a function of rotor position and winding current. Rotor 
position can be calculated from analysing the rate-of-change in winding current of the 
machine [64-67]. The main advantage of this method is that position can be estimated at 
low and zero speed where there is no rotational back-EMF. Rotor position estimation from 
inductance variations is not straight forward and complicated by:  
 
(i) in a surface mounted magnet machine there is no or virtually no saliency so any 
variation of winding inductances with rotor position arises only from magnetic 
saturation [16],  
(ii) the back-EMF dominates the rate-of-change in the current and  
(iii) the variation of incremental inductance with rotor position undergoes a two cycle 
per electrical cycle of the machine back-EMF, as illustrated in Fig. 1.14 causing an 
ambiguity in sensed position.  
 
There are four known ways to use inductance variation to estimate rotor position, the first 
solution is to consider the effect of magnetic saturation on the winding incremental 
inductance. The principles of this method can be understood by referring to the flux-
linkage characteristics illustrated in Fig. 1.14, where it can be observed that if the current is 
at zero or 180 degrees electrical the incremental inductance of a phase is at its minimum 
value. Now, the effect of a positive pulse of current if the rotor is aligned with zero degrees 
position is to increase the total positive flux-linked with the phase, but if the rotor is at the 
180 degrees position, the current reduces the total negative flux-linkage. Therefore, there is 
a difference between the flux amplitudes for the two alternative rotor positions and 
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consequently, difference in the level of magnetic saturation. If magnetic saturation 
increases, the incremental inductance is lower and so the amplitude of the current pulse is 
larger at one of the two possible rotor positions [16], as illustrated in Fig. 1.15. Magnetic 
saturation has small but significant influence on incremental inductance even in a surface 
mounted BLPM machine having no inherent saliency. The variation arises in surface 
mounted magnets due to the saturation in the stator teeth. In [68], the magnetic saturation 
on the incremental inductance has been investigated and an error of 18 electrical degrees 
was reported.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.14  Flux-linkage and inductance variation with electrical position [16]. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.15  Current amplitude due to saturation [16]. 
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The second method of rotor position sensing using inductance variation is applicable to 
interior and inset brushless PM machines where the direct and quadrature axis inductances 
are different, thus Lq>Ld. This inductance variation is explained due to the fact that the 
quadrature axis of the rotor is only iron while the direct axis encompasses the PM material 
which having a recoil permeability close to 1.0 (i.e. 1.07 for sintered NdfeB) is similar to 
air. Thus, the reluctance in the quadrature is less then that in the direct axis to Lq>Ld. The 
Lq and Ld inductances can be expressed as [14]: 
 
3 ( )
2d ls m s
L L L L= + −  (1.19) 
 
 
3 ( )
2q ls m s
L L L L= + +  (1.20) 
 
 
The stator voltage for phase u is [14]: 
 
u
u s u u u
di
u R i L e
dt
= + +  (1.21) 
 
 
The phase synchronous inductance for phase u can be written in terms of voltages and 
currents as : 
 
u s u u
u
u
u R i eL di
dt
− −
=  
 
(1.22) 
 
 
The phase synchronous inductance is also related to the quadrature and direct inductance 
as : 
( ) 2cos 2 cos 2
2 3 3
d q d q
u e e
L L L L
L piθ θ
+ −   
= + − −  
  
 
(1.23) 
 
 
2 4
cos 2 cos 2
2 3 3 3
d q d q
v e e
L L L L
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(1.24) 
 
 
( )4cos 2 cos 2 2
2 3 3
d q d q
w e e
L L L L
L piθ θ pi
+ −   
= + − − −  
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(1.25) 
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By using equations (1.23) - (1.25), a look up table can be implemented to estimate rotor 
position. The reason for using the three inductance measurements is to overcome the 
problem due to the inductance variation at twice the rotor angle.  
The third inductance based scheme for detecting rotor position due is implemented by 
injecting high frequency voltages to the stator windings. These produce high frequency 
currents which are modulated by with rotor position [14]. By detecting these currents a 
signal is produced which is proportional to the difference between the actual rotor position 
and the estimated rotor position. This method is only applicable for salient brushless PM 
machines.  
The fourth way to utilize the variation was considered in [69], where the current derivative 
can be obtained more easily over the relatively longer zero state in the low and zero speed 
regions. No extra test signal injection is required. This methods works by firstly analysing 
the stator voltage equation system expressed in the rotor reference frame as in (1.26) and 
(1.27) under high frequency or transient excitation. The inductance parameters Ld and Lq 
are different due to the machine saliency, caused by the mechanical rotor construction 
and/or magnetic saturation.  
 
d
d s d d
di
v R i L
dt
= +  (1.26) 
 
 
q
q s q q e e
di
v R i L k
dt
ω= + +  (1.27) 
 
 
When a zero voltage vector is applied, the inverter shorts the motor terminals driving both 
vd and vq to zero. The stator voltage equation (1.26) and (1.27) can then be simplified to 
(1.28) and (1.29) which reveals two different time constants dependent on the difference in 
Ld and Lq of the machine. 
 
d s d
d
di R i
dt L
=  (1.28) 
 
 
1q
s q e e
q
di
R i k
dt L
ω
−
 = +   
(1.29) 
 
 
A number of recent conferences papers have focused on the extracting position information 
from the variation in machine inductance. Salt et al in [70] proposes compensation of non-
linear distortion effects for signal injection. The non-linear distortions are introduced by 
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the pulse width modulation switching of the drive system power inverter and lead to 
distortion of the high frequency carrier signal which in turn, causes a degradation of the 
position detection accuracy. The carrier signal can be injected open-loop onto the three 
phase reference frame or onto the d- or q- axis voltages. The resulting measured high 
frequency current can then be demodulated and used to track the saliency and position of 
the machine. There are generally, three ways of implementing frequency injection and the 
compensation strategies: 
(i) The three phase voltages injection results showed the error between the estimation 
rotor position when compared to measured rotor position obtained from mechanical 
resolver is 5% degrees electrical, there was an observation also that the extra error 
is due to non ideal saliency [70].  
(ii) The q-axis voltage injections are inherently more robust to non-linear distortion 
effects. Reported compensation strategies show negligible improvement.  The 
distortion is mainly due to non-sinusoidal q-axis inductance [70].  
(iii) The d-axis voltage injection is beneficial as it does not interfere with the torque 
producing current unlike the q-axis voltage injection. This mode of injection does 
not increase the peak current through the inverter IGBTs because the injected 
current is modulated such that it is zero at the peak of the fundamental current and 
is a maximum when the fundamental crosses zero. The positional error when using 
this method is within 10 degrees electrical.  
 
Budden et al in [71] focus in the injection of a balanced set of high frequency, low 
magnitude sinusoidal voltages into the machine terminals using a PWM based drive. This 
reports to be a simple method for detecting the variation in saliency, followed by a simple 
and robust correction procedure achieved using a look-up table. There are two possible 
means of producing this table. First the table can be derived based on a comparison of 
sensorless and measured results. Alternatively, a self commissioning test based on voltage 
injection and synchronous machine drive requiring no position feedback, allows the entire 
saliency profile to be captured. The disadvantage of this procedure is that it has to be done 
for each machine.  El-Murr et al in [72] propose a solution to a problem that arises when 
load is applied to the machine. A problem arises due to the cross-coupling inductance 
which increases and causes a saliency, or anisotropy angle, which is delayed from the 
actual rotor position. To estimate rotor position accurately the inductance has to be known 
at various operating points. The paper proposes an algorithm to compensate for the error 
due to the load angle.  The technique has been theoretically analysed and demonstrated 
experimentally. However, if misalignment occurs between the rotor and the anisotropy 
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positions, the effectiveness of sensorless control is reduced. Saturation and cross-coupling 
inductance effects are found to be a reason for the saliency misalignment in brushless PM 
machines. The phase error between the rotor and the anisotropy position appears in the 
negative sequence of the carrier current and is related to the self- and cross-coupling 
incremental inductance.  Therefore, the paper calculates these inductances to find the 
amount of anisotropy angle shift. Nonlinearity effects in high frequency signal injection 
are discussed in [73]. The paper shows the use of high frequency rotating voltage or 
current vectors superimposed on the fundamental excitation and present analysis of the 
resulting high frequency current (or voltage) to track spatial saliencies that have has been 
widely studied as a variable option to estimate the rotor or flux position.  The paper 
addresses in detail the non-linearities caused by the non-ideal behaviour of switching 
devices these can be summarized as: 
 
(a) Dead-time: also known as shoot-through delay, dwell-time, or inter-lock time. 
Dead-time is needed to prevent the DC link from being short-circuited when the 
two devices of an inverter phase leg are switched simultaneously. When the switch 
state of a leg changes, a delay time is given for the switch to initially turn-on or 
turn-off. This delay time generates short voltage error pulses of a constant 
amplitude and width in the output voltage of one inverter phase leg, with respect to 
the commanded voltage value. The sign of the error pulse is the opposite of the 
current polarity in that phase leg.  
(b) Turn-on and Turn-off times: are the times required to turn-on or off the inverter 
power devices (e.g.  IGBTs).  Some of the proposed compensation methods used 
for dead-time includes solutions to the problem though in other cases its effects are 
neglected.  
(c) Parasitic capacitance of and around power semiconductor devices cause changes in 
the slope of the rising and falling edges of the output voltages when the current is 
very small. This is due to the fact that the changing currents charge up the parasitic 
capacitances of the diode or switches prior to flowing through the diode. Turn-on 
and Turn-off are also affected by these capacitances in such a way that switching 
times and parasitic capacitances combine to produce a unique distortion effect in 
the output voltage in the low current region [73].  
(d) Zero current clamping occurs when a phase current nears zero during the dead-time 
and is caused by the extinction of the current in the free-wheeling diode resulting in 
the phase leg being disconnected from the bus during a portion of the dead-time 
period. Secondly, by the larger commutation times at low current levels arise due to 
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the non-ideal nature of the power diodes. This is an important consideration for low 
frequency signals [73].  
(e) Voltage drops in the semiconductor are another source of error in the injected 
voltages. They can be modelled by a constant voltage source plus an equivalent 
series resistor and compensated for by using models or look-up tables.  
(f) Short-pulse suppression: appears when the commanded current pulse is shorter than 
the dead-time. This not generally an issue in self sensing methods since they are 
typically only employed in low speed applications where modulation indexes are 
far from the inverter voltage limit.  
(g) Voltage distortion: can arise due to poor design of power board components.  
 
Leidhold in [74] proposes using the high frequency zero-sequence generated by the 
inverter to detect weak saliencies. The saliency methods are mainly classified by the signal 
being injected in:  
 
(i) revolving carrier,  
(ii) alternating voltage carrier,  
(iii) voltage plus pattern,  
(iv) without injecting a specific signal by evaluating the derivative of the current 
resulting from the standard PWM. 
 
In all cases, the voltage signal is injected in the non-zero sequence. The response of the 
injected signal is usually acquired by measuring the non-zero sequence current or the zero 
sequence voltage. Leidhold in [74] proposed to inject a carrier in the zero sequence so a 
position dependent signal can be obtained and may be four times higher than injecting a 
carrier in the non zero sequence with equal voltages. The high frequency (HF) is 50 times 
higher then the fundamental frequency.  The disadvantages of estimating position from the 
variation of inductance are the distortions due to the non-linearities in the inverter, the load 
offsets and the noise caused by signal injection.  
 
 1.3.11  Modifications to machine electro-magnetics  
 
Another way to estimate rotor position is to modify the machine as proposed in [75-76] by 
the pasting of a non-magnetic material on to the rotor surface. This method uses the change 
of phase currents due to eddy currents that change according to rotor position. This method 
is used at stand-still and after the threshold speed uses another position sensorless control. 
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In [75] currents were monitored to extract position. However, it was found difficult to 
monitor the current, so in [76] the voltages were monitored. To simplify non-magnetic 
material was pasted 360 degrees electrical on the surface of the rotor surface with a width 
of 180 degrees electrical to increase the saliency than electrical position is extracted. An 
error of 19 electrical degrees was reported. In [77] a similar method was applied to a 
surface mounted permanent magnet. Here, a complete loop of cooper wire is wound 
around the rotor permanent magnet as illustrated in Fig. 1.16. 
 
 
Fig  1.16  Copper ring wound around each rotor magnets pole [77]. 
In [78] rotor non-magnetic material was replaced with an electrical winding to increase the 
variation of the stator winding inductance as a function of rotor position, this variation was 
subsequently used to estimate rotor position, as illustrated in Fig. 1.17 where the 
conventional amortisseur windings (usually used on synchronous machines) have been 
added to a surface mounted rotor. The amortisseur winding is designed to increase the 
variation of the inductance as a function of rotor position so make it easer to track.  
 
 
Fig. 1.17  Amortisseur windings added to brushless PM machines [78]. 
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In [79-82] the authors propose a closed slot stator configuration shown in Fig. 1.18, where 
a saturable yoke is placed between the main teeth of the stator core. The yoke will affect 
the self-inductance of the stator with partial magnetic saturation. Thus, an increase the 
variation of inductance as a function of position is achieved making it easer to track. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.18  Closed slot stator configuration [82]. 
 
In [83-86] the machine is assembled with additional stator lamination having equally 
spaced slots around the periphery. These slots contain a sensing coil, as illustrated  in Fig. 
1.19. As the machine rotates the magnetic circuit for each coil varies. Using the injected 
frequency method the generated signal is analyzed at the terminal of the sensing coil to 
estimate rotor position.  
 
 
 
Fig. 1.19  Sensing coil in the stator lamination section [86]. 
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In [87] the stator winding were tapped as illustrated in Fig. 1.20. The taps are thin since 
they do not carry high current and thus contribute only a minor modification to the 
machine stator. The taps are used to make voltage measurements and thus to estimate the 
electrical position. 
 
 
Fig. 1.20  Tapped stator winding [87]. 
 
 
1.3.12  Other miscellaneous techniques  
 
Neural networks have been proposed to estimate rotor position, as presented in [88, 89]. A 
back propagation neural network (BPN) was presented in [88], where the BPN provided a 
non-linear mapping between measured voltages and currents to estimate rotor position. The 
rotor position was used to calculate the flux-linkage vector which was then compared to 
the flux-linkage estimated from the measured voltages and currents. The difference was 
used as an error which was back propagated to modify the BPN weights; experimental 
results where shown in [89]. However, an initial rotor position is required and the 
sensorless scheme does not work at low speed.  
In [90-92] a fuzzy logic system was proposed, comprising of two subsystems; a fuzzy logic 
observer used the measured currents and voltages to estimate rotor position; a second fuzzy 
system used the estimated position and produced reference current values for two different 
drive strategies, unity power factor and maximum torque per amp. However, an initial 
rotor position is required and the sensorless scheme does not work at low speed. 
In [93] the irregularities in measurables was analysed, this method utilize small deviation 
or inherent properties of the shapes of the current waveforms to obtain position 
information. In [93] the DC current shape is utilized. Here, the author showed that the DC 
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current varies depending on the alignment of the phase current and back-EMF. The leading 
and lagging pattern was analyzed and the differences examined. There was a clear 
distortion difference between both patterns. The method of control is to count the number 
of samples on a consecutive rising and falling half cycle of the DC current ripple. When 
they are equal, the machine back-EMF is aligned with the respective current. When 
unaligned, the difference in the rising and falling counts is used as a multiplier in the DC 
link voltage incremental update.  
The matrix converter has been used in the position sensorless technique in [94-99]. The 
matrix converter is an array of controlled semiconductor switches that directly connects the 
three-phase source to the three-phase load, as shown in Fig. 1.21. The difference between a 
matrix converter and a conventional inverter is that it provides a bigger choice of voltage 
vectors. The unique topology of the matrix converter provides additional advantages over a 
two-level inverter in that it is capable of applying smaller input voltages to the machine, 
for example when additional position measurements are needed at low speed.  
 
 
 
Fig. 1.21  Matrix converter schematic [94]. 
 
The open-loop controller is a constant amplitude variable frequency source of excitation. 
The machine is started by providing a rotating stator field which is increased in amplitude 
and frequency. Then the rotor field begins to be attracted to the stator field and torque 
developed which, when of suitable magnitude starts to overcome friction and inertia and 
hence the rotor begins to turn. This controller may be enough for certain applications, e.g.  
pumps and fan drives. The disadvantages of open-loop control are that it produces a torque 
sense ripple, may resulting reverse of direction and that its initial rotor position is not 
predictable. So for applications that require unidirectional motion, like disk drives, this 
method is inadequate [100]. 
Knowing a starting position, this method operates by stopping the rotor at a known initial 
position. One way to operate this method is to excite current into one phase and thus cause 
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the rotor to shift and lock into a position which always provides the initial position. The 
disadvantages of this method is that when the machine is excited with current to lock the 
position, the rotor freely rotates in either direction and stops at the known starting position. 
If there is load torque then the rotor position will be offset [101-103]. 
Direct torque control (DTC) is sensorless after a threshold speed, explained in detail in 
[104-109]. DTC was initially applied to induction machines [104], and recently for PM 
machines [105-109]. The operation of a DTC scheme is based on directly selecting voltage 
vectors to control the flux and torque of the machine as illustrated schematically in Fig. 
1.22. The stator flux-linkage is usually calculated by integrating the stator back-EMF and 
the torque estimated from the measured currents and estimated flux. DTC possesses 
advantages to the implementation of high-performance, low-cost, machine control mainly 
due to the fact that only one parameter is involved, the stator resistance. The PWM 
comparator is removed and the rotor position is not needed. Although DTC is a sensorless 
scheme by itself, an approximated initial rotor position is required in order to start and get 
it to threshold speed.  
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Fig. 1.22  Sensorless direct torque control [113]. 
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1.4  Summary of Position Sensorless Literature Review 
 
When used to control variable torque or speed, BLPM drive systems require rotor position 
(angle) feedback to effectively control phase current and optimise torque per ampere. The 
position feedback schemes reported in the literature are summarized in the flowchart 
illustrated in Fig. 1.23. Sensorless control strategies for the BLPM machines are generally 
based on calculating position from the machine parameters, via measurement of terminal 
voltages and currents. All of the main sensorless control strategies for detecting rotor 
position have been reviewed in this Chapter, as presented in Table 1.1.  The table left-hand 
column links to the relevant references in the right-hand column.  The compilation of this 
table was undertaken to try to collect the main techniques, the applicable drive systems 
(BLDC or AC), the existence of experimental validation and an audit of the required 
sensors into one overview.  The table is not claimed to be exhaustive, but serves to 
highlight prior research effort with that of the research reported in this thesis. Position 
sensors such as absolute or incremental encoders, or resolvers and there associated 
circuitry have disadvantages in that they contain delicate parts that makes them sensitive to 
mechanical abuse and temperature.  Oil, dirt or dust can harm or contaminate the encoder 
disk. Gratings, may also be broken by shock loads or sustained vibrations.  The LED and 
photo detectors are also sensitive to mechanical and electrical disturbances.  Brushless 
resolvers are relatively robust, but the associated resolver-to-digit converter electronics is 
complex and generally a high cost components in the drive system.  
The main issue with back-EMF detection schemes is that they do not work at zero and low 
speeds, they require at least three voltage and two current sensors and a comparator circuit 
to sense the neutral voltage, or free wheeling diode circuit which necessitates additional 
isolated power supplies.  These techniques are sensitive to speed and load changes which 
can cause instabilities.  There is also is a delay between actual and estimated positions 
which must be predetermined.  
In the flux-linkage estimation methods the main disadvantages are used: the machine 
parameters, hence sensitivity to parameter variations due to temperature load (saturation) 
etc.  These estimation techniques require two current and two voltage sensors. The load 
torque must be estimated by a look-up table or torque estimation technique to estimate the 
load angle offset. Moreover, zero and low speed operation is not possible. 
The disadvantage of observers is that they do not work at zero and low speed.  The 
common problem for all observers is that if the currents and voltages are DC there will not 
be enough information for position estimation.  The need for a detailed electrical model of 
the machine so that the error signal can be constructed from the measured and estimated 
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states leads to increased computation requirements. The machine electrical parameters, the 
inductance, resistance and back-EMF coefficient are required, but load torque information 
is also necessary to consider the steady-state error due to parameter perturbations. A loss of 
the observer stability will results in erratic and possibly destructive machine operation.  
The variation in inductance and machine modifications techniques are similar since they 
require machines to be specifically designed or modified to exhibit saliency. The main 
advantage of this method is that position can be estimated at zero and low speed.  
However, inductance variation for rotor position estimation is complicated: in a surface 
mounted magnet machine since there is no saliency so any variation of winding 
inductances with rotor position arises from magnetic saturation, the back-EMF dominates 
the rate-of-change in the current, the variation of incremental inductances with rotor 
position undergoes two cycles per electrical cycle causing an ambiguity in sensed position, 
the distortion due to the nonlinearities of the inverter, and due to load offsets and noise 
caused by signal injection.  
Other techniques such as fuzzy logic and neural networks have similar issues to observers 
techniques. The unique topology of the matrix converter provides additional advantages 
over a two-level inverter in that it is capable of applying smaller input voltages to the 
machine when the position measurement is needed at low speed, but not at zero speed. 
Finally, direct torque control is similar to closed-loop flux-estimator schemes.  Sensorless 
position techniques behave poorly, if at all, at zero and low speeds (0-300rpm) and load 
torque must be estimated to know the load angle offset. In all the position sensorless 
techniques researched [18-110], at least two current and one voltage sensor are required to 
establish closed-loop control and for estimation of position.   
This thesis reports the results of a research study investigating position sensorless 
operation of a BLPM at all speeds by using measured torque feedback from a machine 
integrated, low-cost, SAW transducer.  The in-line torque transducer is briefly discussed in 
Chapter 1 and then characterized in Chapter 3.  Chapter 2 presents a position sensorless 
start-up routine for BLPM machines.  Chapter 3 discusses machine characterisation and 
test facilities designed for experimentation and validation of machine control schemes 
discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.  The start-up routine is discussed in Chapter 4 both without 
and with measured torque feedback.  The use of one DC current, one DC voltage sensor 
and measured torque feedback is presented in Chapter 5.  It is normal that at least two or 
possibly three current and voltage sensors are typically used in sensorless closed-loop drive 
systems, hence the current and voltage sensor reduction complements the reduction cost of 
the torque sensor.  Chapter 5 also discuses the use of flux estimators to control speed over 
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a predetermined threshold speed which, for the system studied in this thesis is between 
150-300 rpm. Finally, Chapter 6 will draw the overall conclusions from the research study. 
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Scheme Notes Application Drive Steady Dynamic Voltage Current Sensor Ref
Zero crossing sensing Air condition Brushless dc Y N 3 3 Comparator circuit 18-21
Third harmonic Fuel pump Brushless dc Y N 3 3 Comparator circuit 22-25
Integration of back EMF Pump and fans Brushless dc Y N 3 3 Comparator circuit 26-27
Free wheeling diode Pump and fans Brushless dc Y N 3 3 Diodes 28-29
Open loop pure integrator Brushless dc and ac Y N 2 2 30-34
Open loop low pass filter Brushless dc and ac Y N 2 2 35
Closed loop without lock up table Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 36
Closed loop with lock up table Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 37
Enduced elf Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 38-40
Full order observer Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 44-46
Reduced observer Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 47-48
Non linear observer Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 49-50
Disturbance observer Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 51-52
Sliding mode observer Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 53-60
Kalaman filter Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 61-63
Sliding mode  and Kalaman observer Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 64
Magnetic saturation Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 65-68
Inductance variation with look up table Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 69-72
Inductance variation injecting frequency Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 72-73
The decay of current Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2
Non magnetic material Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 74-76
Electrical winding in the rotor Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 77-78
Slot stator configuration Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 79-83
Sensing coils in stator Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 Sensing coils 84-85
Tapped stator winding Brushless dc and ac Y N 2 2 86
Neutral network Similar to observer. Brushless dc and ac Y N 2 2 87-89
Fuzzy logic Similar to observer. Brushless dc and ac Y N 2 2 90-92
Irregularities in measurable Shape of current. Brushless dc and ac Y N 2 2 93
Matrix converter Nine switch bidirectional. Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 94-99
Open loop V/f technique Load has to be known. Could go into reversal at 
start-up. Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 100
Know starting position Offset problem due to load. Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 101-103
Sensorless DTC Similar to a closed loop flux estimator. Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2 104-110
Hypothetical rotor position Depends on machine parameters. Does not work in 
stand-still and  low speed. Brushless dc and ac Y Y 2 2  41-43
Torque feedback
Enhances the performance of sensorless technique 
from stand-still to high speed. Need only one 
current and one voltage sensor.
Brushless dc and ac Y Y 1 1 Torque sensor 111-113O
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All of the reported schemes do not work at zero 
and low speed. They require three voltage and two 
current sensors and require comparator circuit to 
sense the neutral voltage They are sensitive to load 
changes which, if sudden causes instability.
In the flux linkage based methods, machine 
parameters are used, the methods therefore is 
sensitive to parameter variations.  Moreover, the 
stand still and low speed position is not possible.
The main disadvantage of observers is that they do 
work at stand-still and low speed. This is a 
common problem for all observers; if the current 
and voltages are DC there will not be enough 
information for position estimation. Techniques 
need a mechanical model of the machine and load.
1) Surface mounted magnet (no saliency) 2) The 
inductances variation is twice per electrical cycle 3)  
Inverter nonlinearities 4)Load offsets. 
These schemes aim to increase machine saliency. 
Or take more voltage measurements at low speed to 
estimate rotor position. 
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Table 1.1  Summary of position sensorless schemes reported in the literature. 
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Fig. 1.23  Flowchart of position feedback schemes reported in the literature. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
BLPM START-UP ROUTINE  
 
 
2.1  Introduction   
 
The literature review of Chapter 1 highlighted a problem common to all position sensorless 
schemes, that of poor control from zero to low speeds, typically 0-300 rpm.  This Chapter 
will therefore investigate the utilisation of measured torque feedback for the starting of 
BLPM machines from zero speed and the control thereof up to speeds of around 300 rpm.  
The choice of this higher speed will be discussed in later Chapters as being a suitable speed 
point at which other schemes, for example flux-estimator, may take over from the 
measured torque start-up routine. This Chapter will firstly analyse the relationship between 
electromagnetic torque and electrical rotor position in section 2.2.  Three electromagnetic 
torque excitation form the base for zero speed position estimation in section 2.3.  A flow 
chart to extract position from measured torque at zero speed is discussed in section 2.4.  
The flow chart has four routines; the first routine for when the electromagnetic torque is 
less than load torque at all rotor positions; the second routine is for when there is no-load 
attached to the machine shaft; the third routine is for when the electromagnetic torque is 
larger than the load on the shaft, but less than the threshold torque; and finally the fourth 
routine is for when the electromagnetic torque is larger than the load torque and the load is 
larger than the threshold torque. All of these routines can be used to estimate rotor position 
based on three phase current excitations.  The preferred routine is the first routine because 
the brushless PM can start from stand-still, while for the other three routines the machine 
may rotate in either direction. In section 2.5 brushless DC control will be discussed and 
developed to an open-loop control strategy similar to the commutation strategy used in 
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brushless DC, but similar in manner to scalar V/f control. The advantages and 
disadvantages of open-loop control are discussed in section 2.6. The use of measured 
torque feedback to account for load conditions and how it will be implemented is discussed 
section 2.7.  
 
2.2  Electromagnetic Torque  
 
The mechanical dynamics of BLPM machines including rotor position and speed 
information can be determined from the electromagnetic torque equation [114]: 
 
m
e m l
d
T J B T
dt
ω
ω= + +  (2.1) 
 
 
The electromagnetic torque is derived from the machine voltage matrix (2.2) by examining 
the various components, such as resistive losses, mechanical power and the rate of change 
of stored magnetic energy. The rate of change of stored magnetic energy can only be zero 
in steady state. Hence the output power is the difference between the input power and the 
resistive losses in steady-state.  Assuming that saturation effects and iron losses can be 
neglected the derivation of the electromagnetic torque is (2.2) [114]: 
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(2.2) 
 
 
Multiplying (2.2) by the transpose current vector, the instantaneous power is: 
 
[ ] [ ]t t t t ni e e e
dip i u i R i i L i k f
dt
θ ω = = + +    (2.3) 
 
 
Here, the stator and rotor resistive losses are [ ]ti R i  and the rate of the change of stored 
magnetic energy is [ ]t dii L
dt
. Therefore the third component of (2.3) must be equal to the air-
gap power, given by the term t n
e e e
i k fω θ . 
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The air-gap power is the product of the mechanical rotor speed and electromagnetic torque. 
Hence, the electromagnetic torque is derived from the terms involving the mechanical rotor 
speed 
m
ω and P , the pole-pairs [114]: 
 
t n t n
i m e e e m e e ep T i k f i k f Pω θ ω θ ω   = = =     (2.4) 
 
 
Cancelling speed on both sides of the equation leads to an electromagnetic torque that is 
 
t n
e e eT Pi k f θ =    (2.5) 
 
 
the d-q rotor reference frame [115]:  
  
3 [ ( ) ]
2e f d q d q
T P L L i iψ= + −  (2.6) 
 
 
Another way of deriving the electromagnetic torque is by multiplying the d-q voltages with 
the d-q currents and then representing the instantaneous power of the machine [114]: 
 
3[ ]
2i q q d d
P u i u i= +  (2.7) 
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 
 
(2.8) 
 
 
From the (2.8) the stator resistance losses, the rate of change in magnetic stored energy, 
and the air-gap power can be determined. The air-gap torque can be computed by dividing 
the air-gap power by the mechanical speed. The factor 3/2 has been introduced to account 
for the power invariance of the three-phase to two-phase machine transformation [114].  
The machine torque function for a steady-state characteristics for a salient pole BLPM 
machine when excited by stator current is  [114]: 
 
23 [ sin( ) ( ) sin(2 )]
2e f m d q m
T P I L L Iψ δ δ= + −  (2.9) 
 
The torque angle influences the air-gap torque directly. There are also two distinct terms of 
the electromagnetic torque equation. The first term results from the interaction of the q-
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axis stator current and the rotor magnet, referred to as the synchronous or excitation torque, 
es
T . The second term is due to the machine saliency variation and is known as the 
reluctance torque
er
T . These two terms complete the electromagnetic torque equation: 
3
sin( )
2es f m
T P Iψ δ=  (2.10) 
 
23 [( ) sin(2 )]
2er d q m
T P L L I δ= −  (2.11) 
 
e es er
T T T= +  (2.12) 
 
For brushless PM machines, excited by a stator phase current of 1 p.u. magnitude, the sum 
of the synchronous and reluctance torques represent the electromagnetic torque, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2.1 for an illustrative machine discussed in [116]. The Fig. 2.1 shows that 
the torque angle for peak torque is more than 90 degree electrical due to the reluctance 
torque component. The reluctance torque increases the peak electrical torque in the region 
from 90-180 electrical degrees but also reduces the electrical torque in the region from 0-
90 electrical degrees. Therefore, if there is saliency machine operation should be in the 90-
180 electrical degrees region [116].  
 
 
 
Fig. 2.1  Simulated electromagnetic torque [116]. 
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2.3  Electromagnetic  Torque vs. Electrical Position Variation  
 
As discussed in section 2.2, the electromagnetic torque for a BLPM machine is a function 
of electrical position and stator current excitation (2.9). This section begins, therefore, with 
a method of extracting position from the electromagnetic torque excitation. The 
electromagnetic torque can be simulated (for example in Excel), assuming that the 
brushless PM machine has a balanced, three phase, sinusoidal, 120 electrical degrees 
distributed winding, there is no cogging torque and no saliency.  Hence, the 
electromagnetic torque is due the synchronous torque.  When the brushless PM machine is 
excited with a constant DC current between two phases, the electromagnetic torque is 
related to phase air-gap power for phase U by: 
sin( )
u u m u u e e e u
P T e i k t iω ω ω= = =  (2.13) 
       
sin( )
sin( )e e mu u e e u
m
k t P
T i k P t iω ω ω
ω
= =  (2.14) 
 
Similarly the electromagnetic torque for phase V and W: 
 
sin( 120)
sin( 120)e e mv v e e v
m
k t P
T i k P t iω ω ω
ω
+
= = +  (2.15) 
 
sin( )
sin( 120)e e mw w e e w
m
k t P
T i k P t iω ω ω
ω
= = −  (2.16) 
 
The excitation torque due to current excitation of phases U and V can be calculated from 
(2.17) as illustrated in Fig. 2.2, showing the machine stator winding connection schematic 
(a) and the torque versus rotor angle due to DC excitation of U and V (b).  To demonstrate 
the process an illustrative machine with a phase current of 1 A and a phase back-EMF, eu, 
of 1.5 V peak is used.  The back-EMF is assumed sinusoidal, thus by multiplying the phase 
current iu and the phase back-EMF, eu, the resultant phase torque, Tu, is calculated.  
Similarly for phase V where the phase current here is -1 A due to the switching sequence of 
the power inverter where current flows from phase U to phase V now.  The back-EMF, ev, 
is 120 degrees lagging phase U. Multiplying the phase current iv  by the back-EMF, ev, 
yields the resultant torque, Tv as summarized by the following: 
 
sin( ) sin( 120)
uv u v e e u e e vT T T k P i k P iθ θ= + = + +  (2.17) 
 
u vi i= −  (2.18) 
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(a)   Schematic of stator winding.  
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(b)   Phase relationship of voltage, current and torque. 
 
Fig. 2.2  Calculation of electromagnetic  torque Tuv due to 1 A DC excition.  
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Similarly, Fig. 2.3 illustrates the electromagnetic torque excitation of phases V-W using the 
same procedure as for phase U and V. Phase V and W are 120 degrees and 240 electrical 
degrees respectively from the reference phase U. The torque calculation is therefore: 
 
sin( 120) sin( 120)vw v w e e v e e wT T T k P i k P iθ θ= + = + + −  (2.19) 
 
v wi i= −  (2.20) 
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Fig. 2.3  Calculated electromagnetic  torque Tvw due to 1 A DC excitation. 
 
Finally, Fig 2.4 illustrates the electromagnetic torque due to 1 A excitation current through 
phases W and U. The torque calculation is now:  
 
sin( 120) sin( )wu w u e e w e e uT T T k P i k P iθ θ= + = − +  (2.21) 
 
w ui i= −  (2.22) 
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Fig. 2.4  Calculated electromagnetic  torque Twu due to 1 A DC excitation. 
 
The electromagnetic torque waveforms illustrated in Fig. 2.2 to Fig. 2.4 are plotted in Fig. 
2.5 for comparison. Here, the threshold torque, Tth, is defined and will be discussed later.  
Fig. 2.6 illustrates the change in torque amplitude for current excitation of 1 A, 2 A and 3 
A amplitudes and illustrates that the rotor position does not change for different 
amplitudes. The three torque waveforms Tuv, Tvw, and Twu are examined for calculating rotor 
position via measured torque feedback in the next section.   
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Fig. 2.5  Calculated electromagnetic  torques and threshold torque. 
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Fig.  2.6  Calculated electromagnetic  torque for current amplitudes of 1 A, 2 A and 3 A. 
 
2.4  Position Estimation at Zero Speed  
 
2.4.1  Flow chart for zero speed electrical position estimation  
 
In section 2.3 idealised electromagnetic torques were calculated and illustrated as functions 
of rotor position. In this section a more detailed discussion of the relationship between 
electromagnetic torque and position is presented and a flow chart of control options is 
developed, as illustrated in Fig. 2.7.  The flow chart identifies four possible options:  
 
(i) The first option is when the electromagnetic torque is less than the load torque, for 
all rotor positions.  Since the rotor position of the brushless PM machine does not 
change three shaft torque measurements are obtained and used to estimate the 
position (stationary); Routine 1.  
(ii) The second option is when there is no external shaft load; thus the machine rotor 
rotates until the electromagnetic torque falls to a zero or null point. Here, the 
machine rotates and position changes with each phase pair excitation.  The 
measured torque reduces to a null or zero point for each excitation scheme 
(rotates); Routine 2.   
(iii) The third option is when there is an external load that is less than the 
electromagnetic torque at all times; in this case the electromagnetic torque will 
Tvw(1A)  
Tvw(2A)  
Tvw(3A)  
Tuv(1A)  
Tuv(2A)  
Tuv(3A)  
Twu(1A)  
Twu(2A)  
Twu(3A)  
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rotate the rotor of the brushless PM machine until the load torque is achieved 
(rotates); Routine 3.   
(iv) The fourth option is when there is an external load that is over a limit defined as 
the threshold torque, Tth,  shown in Fig. 2.5.  Now the electromagnetic torque will 
not be able to rotate the rotor at all positions and the rotor angular change will be 
constrained within a phase-pair excitation window (partial rotation); Routine 4.   
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.7  Flow chart illustrating the control options available to determine rotor position. 
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2.4.2  Routine 1: Electromagnetic  torque less than load torque  
 
When two phases of the brushless PM machine are excited with a DC current an 
electromagnetic torque is generated.  If the electromagnetic torque generated is less than 
the load torque at all positions, the rotor will not rotate and will remain stationary.  Thus, 
the control scheme will excite two phases of the brushless PM machine with DC current, 
repeating the excitations to cycle through the three possible configurations, i.e. U-V, V-W 
and W-U.  For each excitation shaft torque is measured from which a rotor (sector) and 
position can be determined. 
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Fig. 2.8  Sectors defined from the three electromagnetic torque calculations for 1A 
excitation. 
 
Six sectors are defined, A-F, as illustrated in Fig. 2.8.  The sectors are 60 degrees electrical 
and determined using simple logic with reference to Fig. 2.8:  
 
Sector A: 
 
uv wu vwT T T> >  (2.23) 
 
Sector B: 
 
uv vw wuT T T> >  (2.24) 
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Sector C: 
 
vw uv wuT T T> >  (2.25) 
 
Sector D: 
 
vw wu uvT T T> >  (2.26) 
 
Sector E: 
 
wu vw uvT T T> >  (2.27) 
 
Sector F: 
 
wu uv vwT T T> >  (2.28) 
 
There are also the change-over points between sectors can also be determined from a 
simple logic: 
Sector A to B change-over point: 
 
( )uv wu vwT T T> =  (2.29) 
 
Sector B to C change-over point: 
 
( )uv vw wuT T T= >  (2.30) 
 
Sector C to D change-over point: 
 
( )vw uv wuT T T> =  (2.31) 
 
Sector D to E change-over point: 
 
( )vw wu uvT T T= >  (2.32) 
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Sector E to F change-over point: 
 
( )wu vw uvT T T> =  (2.33) 
 
Sector F to A change-over point: 
 
( )wu uv vwT T T= >  (2.34) 
 
From Fig. 2.8 it can be observed that each sector is 60 degrees electrical and has an angle 
defined with respect to phase U back-EMF, eu, as detailed in Table 2.1. Applications of the 
logical tests detailed in (2.23) to (2.34) the rotor position of each sector change over can be 
determined, as detailed in Table 2.2.  
 
Sectors Position (electrical degrees) 
A 0-60 
B 60-120 
C 120-180 
D 180-240 
E 240-300 
F 300-360 
 
Table 2.1 Sector angular definition.    
 
Sectors Position (electrical degrees) 
A-B 60 
B-C 120 
C-D 180 
D-E 240 
E-F 300 
F-A 360 or 0 
 
Table 2.2 Sector change-over angles. 
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Fig. 2.9  Torque versus angle characteristics, sectors and the Tsense calculation for 1 A 
excitation.  
 
Sectors Torque sense Increasing or decreasing  
A Twu Decreasing 
B Tvw Increasing 
C Tuv Decreasing 
D Twu Increasing 
E Tvw Decreasing 
F Tuv Increasing 
 
Table 2.3 Tsense for each sector. 
 
Thus, after determining the sectors an estimate of the rotor position 
es
θ  can be made, for 
example once the sector is determined electrical position can be estimated by observing the 
sense of the measured torque signal that crosses zero within a sector and the torque versus 
angle gradient can be calculated, from which an estimate of actual position is made. Fig. 
2.9 illustrates the torque zero crossing points, Tsense, and Table 2.3 the rate of change of 
Tsense with position. This methodology can be used for all sectors and generalised via 
equations (2.35) and (2.36): 
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If the torque sense is decreasing: 
 
( )high sensee
high low
T T
d s
T T
θ
  −
= +   
−   
 
(2.35) 
 
If the torque sense is increasing: 
 
( )sense lowe
high low
T T d s
T T
θ
  
−
= +   
−   
 
(2.36) 
 
The distance between the sectors, d, and the starting of each sector, s-s5, is shown in Fig. 
2.10. 
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Fig. 2.10  The distances between sectors and the starting point of sector.   
 
Equations (2.37) to (2.48) summarise the calculations for each of the six sectors for a three 
phase machine. For sector A it can be observed from Fig 2.10 that Tuv is a higher value and 
Tvw is the lower value, thus Twu is Tsense and Tsense is as detailed in Table 2.3 is decreasing 
therefore:  
 
( ) ( )60 0high sense uv wue
high low uv vw
T T T Td s
T T T T
θ
    −  −
= + = +      
− −       
 
(2.37) 
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For an ideal surface mounted PM machine d is always equal to 60 degrees electrical as in 
the following analysis. However, this value would change if the machine exhibited 
significant cogging torque or asymmetric saliency. For sector B, Tuv is the highest and Twu 
is the lowest value, thus Tvw is Tsense since Tsense is increasing this leads to: 
  
( ) ( )1 60 60sense low vw wue
high low uv wu
T T T Td s
T T T T
θ
     − −
= + = +      
− −       
 
(2.38) 
 
For sector C, Tvw is the highest and Twu is the lowest value, thus Tuv is Tsense since Tsense is 
decreasing this leads to: 
 
( ) ( )2 60 120high sense vw uve
high low vw wu
T T T Td s
T T T T
θ
    −  −
= + = +      
− −       
 
(2.39) 
 
For Sector D, Tvw is the highest and Tuv is the lowest value, thus Twu is Tsense since Tsense is 
increasing this leads to: 
 
( ) ( )3 60 180sense low wu uve
high low vw uv
T T T Td s
T T T T
θ
     − −
= + = +      
− −       
 
(2.40) 
 
For sector E, Twu is the highest and Tuv is the lowest value, thus Tvw is Tsense since Tsense is 
decreasing this leads to: 
 
( ) ( )4 60 240high sense wu vwe
high low wu uv
T T T Td s
T T T T
θ
    −  −
= + = +      
− −       
 
(2.41) 
 
For sector F, Twu is the highest and Tvw is the lowest value, thus Tuv is Tsense since Tsense is 
increasing this leads to: 
 
( ) ( )5 60 300sense low uv vw
high low wu vw
T T T Td s
T T T T
θ
     − −
= + = +      
− −       
 
(2.42) 
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Similarly: 
 
The sector A to B change-over 
 
( ) 60uv wu vwT T T> = =  (2.43) 
 
The sector B to C change-over 
 
( ) 120uv vw wuT T T= > =  (2.44) 
 
The sector C to D change-over 
 
( ) 180vw uv wuT T T> = =  (2.45) 
 
The sector D to E change-over  
 
( ) 240vw wu uvT T T= > =  (2.46) 
 
The sector E to F change-over 
 
( ) 300wu vw uvT T T> = =  (2.47) 
 
The sector F to A change-over 
 
( ) 360wu uv vwT T T= > =  (2.48) 
 
Using equations (2.37) to (2.48) to estimate rotor position when stationary, the estimate of 
rotor position compared to actual rotor position is shown in Fig. 2.11. The error between 
the estimated θes and the actual electrical positions θe (in degrees) is determined by: 
 
error e es
θ θ θ= −  (2.49) 
 
The error is illustrated in Fig. 2.12. 
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Fig. 2.11  Comparison of estimated versus actual electrical rotor position. 
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Fig. 2.12  Error between estimated and actual electrical rotor position. 
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2.4.3  Routine 2: Electromagnetic  torque and zero load torque  
 
When the electromagnetic torque is larger than the shaft load torque and there is no 
external load connected to the machine, the rotor will rotate when two phases of the 
machine are excited.  When the rotor comes to rest the three torque measurements will, 
ideally, be equal to zero if there is no cogging torque or load perturbations on the system.  
Referring to Fig. 2.13, if phase U and V are excited the resultant electromagnetic torque, 
Tuv, will rotate the rotor until it reduces to zero, resulting in the rotor coming to rest at 
either position A or B.   
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Fig. 2.13  Estimated electrical position at no-load and Tuv excited with 1 A. 
 
A second excitation via phases V and W, will move the rotor from point A to point C if A 
was the starting point since the torque at that instant is positive. Similarly, it will move 
from point B to C if B was the start point, since the torque at instant B is negative settling 
at point C. This can be inferred from Fig. 2.14. A third and final excitation, W and U, will 
move the rotor from point C to point D. The sign of the measured torque must be recorded 
at the instant of the third excitation to determine if the rotor is rotating or not rotating since 
the torque behaviour during the final excitation must increase than decrease to zero. Thus, 
measured torque will indicate if the machine rotating is rotating. 
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Fig. 2.14  Estimated electrical position no-load and Tvw excited with 1 A. 
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Fig. 2.15  Estimated electrical position no-load and Twu excited with 1 A. 
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2.4.4  Routine 3: Electromagnetic torque > Tl < Tth 
 
Referring again to the flow chart illustrated in Fig. 2.7. If the brushless PM machine 
electromagnetic torque is larger than the load and the load torque, Tl, is less than the 
threshold torque on the shaft, the rotor will rotate. If phases U and V are excited first, the 
rotor will settle at either point A or B with an offset to no-load position corresponding to 
the load torque, Tl, as shown in Fig 2.16. To determine the rotor position a second 
excitation via phases V and W is performed, thus, the electromagnetic torque will rotate the 
rotor from point A to point C, Fig. 2.17, or from point B to point C as illustrated in Fig. 
2.17. 
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Fig. 2.16 Estimating electrical position when rotor load is less than the threshold load 
torque and phases U-V are excited with 1A. 
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Fig. 2.17  Estimated electrical position when rotor load is less than the threshold load 
torque and phases V-W are excited with 1 A. 
 
Finally a final excitation step is made via phases W and U to determine rotor position the 
rotor will rotate from point C to point D since the torque at point C due to the V-W 
excitation is positive. It is observed here that the torque will initially increase and than 
decrease until it settles at point D as shown in Fig. 2.18. The rotor position offset can be 
estimated knowing the maximum excited torque and the measured torque at point D from 
the following calculation: 
 
1sin l
m
T
Tδ
θ −  =  
 
 
(2.50) 
 
Where Tl is the load torque and Tm is the maximum torque at 1 A excitation. In the 
example discussed the load torque = 1 Nm and the maximum excitation torque = 2.6 Nm, 
thus the estimated position at zero load position is 30 degrees electrical minus the offset 
which will equal to 7.38 degrees electrical. An important observation here is that as the 
load torque increases the offset increases. Note, the torque relationship to electrical 
position of the illustrative machine will be related to the prototype test machine discussed 
in Chapter 3.  
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Fig. 2.18  Estimated electrical position when load is less than the threshold load torque and 
phases W-U are excited with 1 A. 
 
 
2.4.5  Routine 4: Electromagnetic torque  >  Tl  >  Tth 
 
The final case considered is when the electromagnetic torque is larger than the load torque, 
and the load torque is larger than the threshold torque (Tth), as illustrated in Figs. 2.19 to 
2.21. In this case, the load torque is sometimes larger than the electromagnetic torque 
which will lead to the brushless PM machine partially rotating within two sectors. Now the 
position will vary and there will be three possible final positions.  
 
Case (i): If the initial rotor position is between points A and B then, when exciting phases 
U and V the position will move to point B and, when exciting phases V and W, the position 
will remain at point B. Finally when exciting the final phases W and U, the position will 
move back to point A, as shown in Fig. 2.19.  
 
Case (ii): If the initial rotor position is between points C and D than, when exciting phase 
U and V, the rotor will move to point C. Then when exciting phases V and W, the rotor will 
return to point D. Finally, when exciting phases W and U, the position will remain at point 
D, as shown in Fig. 2.19.  
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Case (iii): If the initial position is between points E and F then, when exciting phases U 
and V the rotor position will move to point E. When exciting phases V and W the position 
will remain at point E and finally when exciting the final phases W and U the rotor will 
return to point F, as shown in Fig. 2.16.  
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Fig. 2.19  Estimated electrical position when load is greater than  Tth, Case (i), Case (ii) 
and Case (iii). 
 
2.4.6  Summary of zero speed position estimation  
 
Given the possibility of accurate measured torque feedback, there are four possible 
routines to arrive at an estimate of BLPM machine rotor position at zero speed. The first 
routine was discussed in detail in section 2.4.2 where the electromagnetic torque was 
always less than the load torque and thus the brushless PM did not rotate on phase 
excitation. Three torque measurements are taken at three different excitations and used 
firstly to determine the appropriate sector and than estimate rotor position. The second 
routine is required when there is no-load torque at all on the system. Thus, for three torque 
excitations the rotor will rotate and settle at 30 degree electrical increments as discussed in 
section 2.4.3. The third routine is required when load torque is added to the system and this 
load torque is less than the threshold torque as defined. Now the electromagnetic torque is 
always larger than the load torque so at all rotor positions the rotor will rotate as discussed 
in section 2.4.4. Finally, the fourth routine is when the electromagnetic torque is larger 
than the load torque, and the load torque is larger than the threshold torque. Here, the 
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electromagnetic torque will cause partial rotation, i.e. only when the electromagnetic 
torque is larger than the threshold torque as discussed in section 2.4.5. The most effective 
routine is to ensure that the electromagnetic torque will not be able to rotate the brushless 
PM rotor so that it can start from stand-still.   
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2.5  Brushless PM Control  
 
Basically, two types of control are used to drive brushless PM motors: either brushless DC 
or brushless AC control. From the control point of view, the difference between the two 
control schemes is how the currents are generated and their shape, i.e., either rectangular or 
sinusoidal. In these drive systems, rectangular or sinusoidal reference current waveforms 
are generated with reference to a rotor position sensor. The advantage of the brushless DC 
control is its simplicity of implementation requiring, for example, one Hall-effect sensor 
per machine phase, as opposed to the optical or resolver requirement for brushless AC. The 
commutation of currents in the phase of a machine should be in phase with the respective 
phase back-EMF to realise maximum air-gap power production. This necessitates only 
three discrete sectors for a three phase machine in each electrical cycle generated, as 
mentioned, via Hall sensors.  
The switching strategy for brushless DC drives is explained in detail here, since it 
underpins the previous start-up routine and subsequent transform to speed control. For 
maximum air-gap torque per ampere the back EMF voltages and related phase currents are 
illustrated in Fig. 2.20, showing the back-EMF and 120 degrees electrical current pulse for 
phase U, V and W.  The 120 degree electrical current pulses or commutation events are 
simple logic developments from the 180 degree electrical, 50:50 mark-space ratio, Hall-
effect output signals [15, 116].  The resulting air-gap power for each phase is illustrated in 
Fig. 2.21. The resultant air-gap which is the sum of all three phase contributions is 
illustrated in Fig. 2.22. Note, the shape of the phase power waveforms are the same as the 
phase torque waveforms but scaled by speed and time. These commutation events should 
be carefully synchronized to the machine back-EMF so that air-gap power is maximised 
and also the machine ripple is minimised. Fig 2.23 illustrates the impact on air-gap power 
and torque when the currents are advanced.  
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Fig. 2.20  Back-EMFs and associated phase currents.  
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Fig. 2.21  Air-gap powers per phase. 
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Fig. 2.22  Total air-gap power for phase U, phase V and phaseW. 
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(a)  Current advanced by + 30 electrical degrees.  
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(b)  Current advanced by 60 electrical degrees. 
 
Fig. 2.23  Impact on power (torque) ripple due to commutation angle of advance. 
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2.6  Low Speed Control  
 
2.6.1  Position sensorless (or open-loop) control 
 
When using open-loop 120 degrees electrical or brushless DC control, the BLPM machine 
will operate synchronously to a certain extent.  This means that for a given load, applied 
voltage and commutation rate, the BLPM machine will maintain open-loop control 
provided that these three variables do not deviate from the ideal by a significant amount 
[19, 118].  This technique can exhibit two cases.  The first case is when the commutation 
rate is too slow for at a particular applied voltage.  This is referred to as ‘over-excited’ and 
will result in the machine accelerating to the next commutation event and then slowing 
down and waiting for the next commutation. The BLPM machine will be acting like a 
stepper motor in the extreme case where it snaps to each position until the next 
commutation occurs.  Since the machine is able to accelerate faster then the commutation 
rate, an excessive current will result in high torques and currents.  The second case is when 
the commutation is too fast for a given voltage this is referred to as ‘under-excited’.  In this 
case, the commutation event is early such that the machine cannot accelerate fast enough to 
catch the next commutation event.  Thus, open-loop control of the BLPM machine will be 
lost and the machine will stall or slow down.  Open-loop controller is suitable when the 
load on the BLPM machine does not change over its operating period. 
 
2.6.2  Position sensorless with measured torque feedback 
 
The disadvantage of open-loop control is that if a sudden load is applied the machine will 
lose control and may stop rotating, here the use of the measured torque feedback becomes 
invaluable.  Initially the machine is run without load and a table is constructed for each 
speed and respective terminal voltage.  Then the measured torque is fed back to increase or 
decrease the voltage as the load increases or decreases. This is shown in Fig. 2.24 
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Fig. 2.24  Measured torque feedback block for low speed. 
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2.7  Summary of BLPM Start-up Routine  
 
This Chapter has investigated and developed a procedure that uses measured torque 
feedback to estimate zero and low speed position without using other rotor position 
sensors.  The zero speed position estimation has been divided into four routines, of which 
only three need actual torque measurement.  The first routine discussed how the zero speed 
position can be estimated with the machine stationary.  Here, the electromagnetic torque 
was less than the load torque for all rotor positions.  The second routine discussed how the 
zero speed position can be estimated when the machine is free to rotate but there is no-load 
connected.  The third routine discussed is implemented when the electromagnetic torque is 
larger than the load torque, and the load torque is less than a threshold torque (as defined in 
the Chapter).  Finally, the fourth routine is implemented when the electromagnetic torque 
is larger than the load torque, and the load torque is larger than the threshold torque. 
Routine one is the best between the four routines since it can start the machine from stand-
still without rotation. After determining the zero position, low speed control has been 
discussed to illustrate how at low speed the BLPM can be controlled using measured 
torque feedback.  The idea for start-up and low speed control developed in this chapter will 
be test validated in Chapter 4.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 
CHARACTERSATION OF DEVICES 
 
3.1  Introduction 
 
This chapter will characterise the devices used through the thesis. Section 3.2 will describe 
the position sensor used, which is an optical incremental encoder with 5000 pulses per 
revolution. Section 3.3 discuses a characterisation of a brushless PM motor. The resistance, 
inductance and back-EMF are all going to be measured and compared with the 
manufacturer’s supplied data. Section 3.4 will describe the cylindrical SAW torque sensor 
by examining the display unit, the drift problems and static loading. Then it will be used to 
measure the cogging torque and the excited torque of the brushless PM machine. Section 
3.5 discuses a characterisation of a prototype motor with an integrated SAW torque 
transducer where the resistance, inductance, back-EMF, cogging torque and torque 
constant will be characterised.  
 
3.2  Optical Position Sensor 
 
The optical incremental position encoder used is a RI58-Dhollow shaft encoder.  The 
specifications of the position encoder are given in Table 2.1. The pulses per revolution 
indicate that for every one mechanical revolution 5000 pulses are outputted. The brushless 
PM motor discussed in Section 3.3 is a three pole-pair machine. That means for the 
Unimotor in section 3.3 the resolution for one electrical degree is 4 pulses and for the 
prototype PM machine discussed in Section 3.5 the resolution for one electrical degree is 2 
pulses.  The speed is limited to 6000 rpm and the temperature should be between -10 to 70 
°C.            
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3.3  Unimotor PM Machine Parameters 
 
The data that is supplied by the manufacture’s for the unimotor Control Techniques is 
shown in Table 3.2: 
 
Parameter Parameter value Units 
Motor voltage 400 Vpk 
Winding speed 3000 rpm 
Incremental encoder 4096 ppr 
Stall torque 10.8 Nm 
Inertia 15.6 kgcm2 
Pole-pair 3  
Stator connection Star  
Stall current 6.8 A 
Rated power 2.83 kW 
Resistance line-line 1.72 Ω 
Inductance line-line 13.3 mH 
Torque constant [ tk ] 1.6 Nm/A 
Back-EMF constant line-line [ ek ] 98 Vrms/krpm 
Table 3.2  Unimotor manufacture data. 
Attribute Type Attribute Value Units 
Shaft Type Standard Incremental - 
Pulse Per Revolution 5000 - 
Supply Voltage 5 Vdc 
IP Rating Housing IP65  
Maximum Revolutions 6000 rpm  
Operating Temp. Range -10 to +70 °C 
Table 3.1  Position encoder data sheet. 
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3.3.1  Resistance measurement 
 
The line-line resistance of the Unimotor brushless PM motor was measured using Ohms 
law.  The measurement of the line-line resistance was measured in the lab by using a muilti 
meter, a voltage supply and current measurement and an LCR meter. In all the three tests 
the machine resistance was 2.1 Ω the temperature was 15 centigrade’s when the test was 
conducted. The value obtained is shown in Table 3.3 and compared to the manufacture 
value.  
 
Product data 
parameter 
Manufacture value  Measured Value Difference 
Resistance line to 
line 1.72 Ω 2.1 Ω 22% increase 
Table 3.3  Measured Line-line resistance of Unimotor. 
 
 
3.3.2  Back-EMF measurement 
 
The back-EMF line-line voltage is measured by coupling the Unimotor brushless PM 
motor to another machine, then running the machine at different speeds and measuring the 
generated open circuit line-line voltage of the PM motor by using a voltage meter [119]. 
The results of the back-EMF line-line voltage are shown in Table 3.4. These results are 
plotted in Fig. 3.1. The three back-EMF line-line voltages relative to electrical position are 
shown in Fig. 3.2 for a steady state speed of 500 rpm. 
 
Speed (rpm) Back-EMF line-line voltage (Vrms) 
20 1.91  
50 4.775  
100 9.55  
200 19.1  
500 47.75  
1000 95.5  
2000 191  
Table 3.4  Measured back-EMF line-line voltage of Unimotor. 
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Fig. 3.1  Plot of  back-EMF line-line voltage of Unimotor. 
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Fig. 3.2  Back-EMF phase voltage measurements at 500 rpm. 
 
The resultant back-EMF in Fig. 3.1 is for the line-line in rms volts whilst in Fig. 3.2 the 
resultant back-EMF is for the phase voltages.  
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3.3.3  Inductance measurement 
 
The line-line inductance is measured by rotating the PM machine 360 mechanical degrees 
and measuring the inductance value on each one electrical degree change. The 
measurement was done by using DSpace control to monitor the change in the mechanical 
degrees, electrical degrees and by using an Agilent inductance, capacitance and resistance 
(LCR) meter. LCR meters measure impedance at spot frequencies. The inductance was 
first measured to see the effect on inductance as the frequency increased. After 100 kHz 
the motor winding impedance is capacitive starts to act as a capacitor due the self 
capacitance as shown in Fig. 3.3. 
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Fig. 3.3  Inductance response as frequency increases of Unimotor.  
 
Fig. 3.4 shows the results for the line-line inductance of the Unimotor at two different 
frequency measurements which are 20 Hz and 800 Hz. The inductance value that is going 
to be used for controlling the motor is the measured inductance at 20 Hz shown in Fig. 3.5. 
The reason for choosing the 20 Hz frequency because the inductance true value is at 0 Hz 
and the LCR meter can measure inductance from 20 Hz.  
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Fig. 3.4  Measured inductance vs. position sweep for two frequencies.  
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Fig. 3.5  Measured inductance vs. mechanical position. 
 
The measured results are not compatible with the manufacturer’s values. When the 
manufacturer was contacted, they stated that this is a surface mounted PM machine and 
there should be no more the 10% variation but according to the test done it clearly shows 
that there was variation of more than 10%.  The line-line inductance is related to the rotor 
reference frame Ld and Lq inductance by [120]: 
 
( )cos 2 3l l d q d q eL L L L L
piθ
−
 
= + + − + 
 
 
(3.1) 
 
 
The Ld and Lq inductances are calculated using the following equations [120]: 
max( )
2
l l
q
L
L −=  (3.2) 
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2
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L
L −=  (3.3) 
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3.4  Characterisation of SAW Torque Transducer 
 
The commercial 20 Nm inline SAW transducer [1-7], Fig. 3.6, used in this work has fixed 
resonant frequencies determined by the inter digital fingers and explained in appendix A1. 
The SAW transducer has resonant frequencies at 200 MHz and 201 MHz respectively, 
resulting in a difference of 1 MHz with a 200 kHz deviation equating to maximum strain in 
either direction of applied torque.  Since the SAW sensors operate at radio frequencies, a 
simple non-contact coupling can be employed between the rotational devices and 
stationary processing and by careful design, the influence of external electromagnetic 
interference can be minimized [5, 6].  The temperature coefficient of the SAW device is 
<0.01% per °C over the temperature range -10 °C to 50 °C and <0.15% per °C for 50 °C to 
125 °C, allowing them to be integrated and accurately used for machine control over 
typical industrial application temperature ranges.  Importantly, for control of 
electromechanical drive-trains exhibiting significant resonances, the bandwidth of the 
SAW transducer signal after signal processing is typically >2 kHz [1].  Early transducers 
were connected via a cable and display unit, as shown in Fig. 3.6 (b), though the latest 
instrument systems have all processing electronics built inside and are connected via a 
simple USB link [7].  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a)  20 Nm, in-line SAW instrument 
transducer. 
(b)  SAW Transducer display  
unit. 
 
Fig. 3.6  Commercial 20 Nm SAW torque measurement system. 
 
 
 
Analogue output Digital display 
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3.4.1  Transducer display unit output 
 
The transducer display analogue output was characterised with the cylindrical 20 Nm 
torque transducer. Each torque transducer has its own cable connection and its own 
display. The test was conducted was under no-load and only the analogue output was 
examined. The first test shown in Fig. 3.7 is for a spectrum analyser from 0 to 60 kHz. 
 
 
Fig. 3.7  Analogue output of cylindrical torque transducer test one [1].  
 
The test that was done clearly shows there is a 16.5 kHz component and there are two 
harmonics located at 33 kHz and 49 kHz, respectively. These components are due to 
reflection modulation at the output stage of the display unit. They are known behaviours of 
the transducer display [1].  The highest magnitude of the component is 0.03 V and 
knowing that the max output voltage of the analogue display is 5 V then that will lead to an 
error of 0.6% of the measured torque. The second test shown in Fig. 3.8 is for a spectrum 
analyser from 0 MHz to 5 MHz. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.8  Analogue output of cylindrical torque transducer test two [1].  
 
 
Frequency (10kHz) 
Frequency (MHz) 
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The second spectrum test clearly shows a component at 0.921 MHz that is nearly equal to 
1 MHz . This is due to the SAW resonant frequencies which are 200 MHz and 201 MHz 
respectively, resulting in a difference of 1 MHz. The magnitude of this frequency is to 
small, and also will not have much effect on the sensor. The noise components that are 
shown Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8 are removed in DSpace by adding a digital low pass filter with 
a cut-off frequency of 2 kHz which was the ideal when test in the lab.  
 
3.4.2  Drift 
 
The display unit when started has to be always calibrated and if left more then 24 hours the 
anlog output will drift. An example of this is shown in Fig. 3.9. The anlog display was 
zeroed and the waveform captured, this was repeated 24 hours later. The drift over this 
period was ≈50 mV or ≈0.2 Nm 
 
 
 
(a) Analogue output when started. (b) Analogue output after 24 hours. 
Fig. 3.9  Analogue output drift after 24 hours [1]. 
 
3.4.3  Static load 
 
The static load calibration was done before, as in Fig. 3.10. There were two tests 
performed; the first test is from 0.5 Nm to 5 Nm. The test was carried out by sliding a 
known mass along length d. The measurements where recorded in Fig. 3.11(a) then a 
another static load calibration was made for a load from 5 to 35 Nm. This is shown in Fig. 
3.11(b). From Fig. 3.11 it can be seen that the analogue output of the display was within 
5% from the measured whilst the digital display was inaccurate and was off by 35%. It was 
also mentioned that in both experiments the steel rod was set at 90° before mass was 
applied. As a result of the rod bending under full load, slight inaccuracies occurred. The 
error can be seen in the analogue output of both the graphs in Fig. 3.11, towards the end of 
the scales the calculated torque is higher than measured.  
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Fig. 3.10  Static loading diagram [1].  
 
  
(a) Load from 0.5 to 5 Nm. (b) Load from 5 to 35 Nm. 
Fig. 3.11  Static load calibrations [1]. 
 
3.4.4  Torque measurements  
 
The torque measurement test will examine the torque constant provided by the 
manufacturer 1.6 Nm/A from Table 3.2 to determine if it is compatible with the SAW 
torque measurement. The torque constant given by the manufacturer is 1.6 Nm/A, so if 
there is 1 A excitation, the max resultant torque will be 1.6 Nm. The drive used to drive the 
motor is shown in Fig. 3.12. The Unimotor under study is shown in Fig 3.13. The SAW 
sensor is coupled between the two motors, as shown in Fig 3.13. The test was done by 
rotating the motor at 5 rpm and exciting the Unimotor labelled servoload under study by 
different current values. The SAW transducer display unit displays the torque measured 
from the SAW torque sensor and there is an analogue output device which will output -5 to 
5 V signal corresponding to the measured shaft torque, since the max measured torque is 
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20 Nm, the 20 Nm will be equal to 5 V.  The experimental results are implemented in 4 
steps: 
 
1- Run the motor at 5 rpm speed and measure the torque from Unimotor PM motor with 
no current excitation. The result is going to be the cogging torque [121, 122] of both 
machines since the measured torque is the shaft torque. The result of the cogging 
torque relative to one mechanical position revolution is shown in Fig. 3.14.  
2- Run the motor at 5 rpm and measure the torque from Unimotor PM machine with 1 
A, 2A and 3A current excitation into two phases. The result of the shaft torque 
relative to one mechanical position revolution is shown in Fig. 3.15, Fig. 3.16 and 
Fig. 3.17. 
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Fig. 3.12  The Unidrive motor drive system [1]. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.13  Unimotor and SAW torque sensor coupled [1]. 
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Fig. 3.14  Unimotor measured shaft torque for zero current excitation. 
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Fig. 3.15  Unimotor measured shaft torque for 1 A excitation. 
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Fig. 3.16  Unimotor measured shaft torque for 2 A excitation. 
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Fig. 3.17  Unimotor measured shaft torque for 3 A excitation. 
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Fig. 3.18  Unimotor measured shaft torques. 
 
 
The torque measurement that is shown in Fig. 3.14 is the total cogging torque of the two 
machines since no current was excited and the machine was rotated at 5 rpm. This 
measurement max value is 0.3 Nm for both machines. This value is also uniform so it does 
not have any major impact on the rest of the measurements taken. Fig. 3.15 is the torque 
measurement for a 1 A excitation, the max value is 1.65 Nm. This value is very close to the 
manufacturer’s torque constant. Fig. 3.18 is for all three torque measurements plotted 
against mechanical position. The max value at position 3.48 mechanical radians on Fig. 
3.18 for the 1 A excitation is 1.65 Nm, the 2 A excitation is 3.27 Nm and the 3 A excitation 
is 4.86 Nm. This clearly shows that a 1 A excitation will generate a electromagnetic torque 
of 1.65 Nm which is the same with the manufacture torque constant. The spikes are mainly 
due to the inverter noises. The differences between the manufacture and measured are 
mainly due the cogging and inertia torque on the system from the two machines.  
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3.5  Characterisation of Prototype Machine 
 
The prototype machine is a brushless PM machine with an integrated SAW torque sensor 
transducer, which is shown in Fig. 3.19.  Here, two 20 Nm SAW devices and the 
associated RF module are embedded inside a 2.5 kW, off the shelf, PM machine.  The PM 
machine is modified by altering the rotor shaft and front faceplate design to accommodate 
the SAW devices and input/output port, as shown in Fig. 3.20. Therefore, the alterations to 
PM are minimal.  The engineering drawings of the PM machine with the SAW torque 
transducer integration is shown in Fig. 3.21. The following sections will investigate the 
characterisation of the prototype machine. 
 
 
Fig. 3.19  SAW torque sensor inside the prototype PM machine [1]. 
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Fig. 3.20  Prototype PM machine with integrated torque transducer [1]. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.21  Engineering drawings of the prototype PM [1]. 
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3.5.1  Resistance measurement 
 
The line-line resistance of the prototype brushless PM machine was measured using Ohm’s 
law as shown in Table 3.5. There is no manufacturer’s specification for this machine.  
 
Product data parameter Measured Value 
Resistance phase to phase  1.7 Ω 
Table 3.5  Measured line-line resistance of 
prototype PM machine. 
 
3.5.2  Back-EMF measurement 
 
The back-EMF line-line voltage is measured by coupling the prototype PM machine to 
another machine, then running the machine at different speeds and measuring the 
generated open circuit line-line voltage of the prototype PM machine by using a voltage 
meter. The results of the back-EMF line-line voltages are shown in Table 3.6. These results 
are plotted in Fig. 3.22.  The three phase back-EMF voltages relative to position for a 500 
rpm are shown in Fig. 3.23. 
 
Speed (rpm) 
 
back-EMF line-line voltage (Vrms) 
20 1 
 
50 3.2  
 
100 6.8  
 
200 13.71  
 
500 33.36  
 
1000 67  
 
2000  133.8  
 
Table 3.6  Measured back-EMF line-line voltage. 
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Fig. 3.22  Back-EMF line-line voltage measurements vs. speed.  
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Fig. 3.23  Back-EMF phase voltage vs. electrical position at 500 rpm.  
 
In Fig. 3.22 the resultant back-EMF is for the rms line-line voltage whilst in Fig. 3.23 the 
resultant back-EMF is for the phase voltage.  
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3.5.3  Inductance measurement 
 
The line-line inductance is measured by rotating the prototype PM machine 360 
mechanical degrees and measuring the inductance values for each electrical degree change. 
The measurement has been done by using DSpace software to monitor the change in the 
mechanical and electrical position and by using an Agilent LCR meter. The results of the 
inductance measurement test done at 20 Hz are plotted in Fig. 3.24.  
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Fig. 3.24  Line-line inductance measurement at 20 Hz. 
 
The measured results of the line-line inductance indicate that they are different magnitudes 
for different position measurements There are three results that can be made here for the 
prototype PM machine and they are: 
 
(i) The prototype PM machine is not symmetrical because the magnitudes of the 
inductance are different. 
(ii) The prototype PM machine is salient because it can be observed from Fig. 3.24 that 
the inductance is changing as position changes.   
(iii) The prototype PM machine is a 10-pole machine because it can seen that for one 
mechanical period there are 10 electrical periods.  
 
The inductance values can be calculated using equations (3.2) and (3.3). The variations in 
the magnitude could be ignored for simulations and experimental purposes.  
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3.5.4  Transducer display unit output 
 
The analogue output of the SAW display with no-load for the prototype machine shows 
there are three frequencies.  Fig. 3.25 is showing two periods each period time is 20 ms so 
the frequency is 50 Hz the amplitude peak is 30 mV equating to 0.6 Nm. This means that 
an error signal of 0.6% is from the output analogue signal. Fig. 3.26 is a zoom in of period 
one. It can be seen that there are four periods that are numbered and are repeated. The time 
of each period is 1 ms so the frequency is 1000 Hz.  There is another frequency component 
which can be seen in Fig 3.27. The time of the period is 52 µs that means the frequency is 
19.23 kHz. These noise problems can mostly be filtered out using a digital low-pass filter 
in DSpace. 
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Fig. 3.25  Output of SAW display with two periods. 
 
 
Fig. 3.26  Output of SAW display with four periods. 
 
 
Fig. 3.27  Output of SAW display with seven periods. 
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3.5.5  Torque measurement 
 
The torque measurement test will examine the torque constant. The torque constant is not 
given by the manufacturer. The drive used to drive the motor is shown in Fig. 3.28. The 
prototype machine under study is shown in Fig 3.29. The SAW sensor is integrated in the 
prototype machine. The test will be done by rotating the motor at 5 rpm and exciting the 
prototype machine under study by different current levels. The SAW transducer display 
unit displays the torque measured from the SAW torque sensor and there is an anlog output 
device which will output -5 to 5 V signal corresponding to the measured shaft torque. 
Since the max measured torque is 20 Nm, the 20 Nm will be equal to 5 V. The 
Experimental results are implemented in 4 steps: 
 
(a). Run the motor at 5 rpm and measure the torque from prototype PM machine with no 
current excitation. The results is going to be the cogging torque of both machines 
since the measured torque is the shaft torque. The result of the cogging torque relative 
to one mechanical position revolution is shown in Fig. 3.30.  
(b). Run the motor at 5 rpm and measure the torque from prototype PM machine with 1 A, 
2 A and 3 A current excitation into two phases. The result of the shaft torque relative 
to one mechanical position revolution is shown in Fig. 3.31, Fig. 3.32 and Fig. 3.33. 
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Fig. 3.28  The drive system [1]. 
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Fig. 3.29  Industrial (left) and prototype (right) servo machines. 
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Fig. 3.30  Measured shaft torque for 0 A excitation for prototype PM machine. 
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Fig. 3.31  Measured shaft torque for 1 A excitation for prototype PM machine. 
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Fig. 3.32  Measured shaft torque for 2 A excitation for prototype PM machine. 
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Fig. 3.33  Measured shaft torque for 3 A excitation for prototype PM machine. 
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Fig. 3.34  Measured shaft torques excitation for prototype PM machine. 
 
The torque measurement that is shown in Fig. 3.30 is the total cogging torque of the two 
machines since no current was excited and the machine was rotated at 5 rpm. This 
measurement max value is 0.8 Nm for both machines. This value is relatively big and not 
uniform so it does have a major impact on the rest of the measurements taken. Fig. 3.35 is 
the torque measurement for a 1 A excitation after subtracting the cogging torque Fig. 3.30 
that was in the system. The torque constant shown is 1 Nm, as in Fig. 3.35. Fig. 3.34 is for 
all three torque measurements plotted against mechanical position. From Fig. 3.34 the max 
shaft torque value at position 153.38 mechanical degrees for 1 A excitation is 1.21 Nm and 
for the 2 A excitation the torque measured 2.2 Nm and for the 3 A excitation the torque 
measured 3.18 Nm. By subtracting the 2 A excitation from the 1 A excitation the resultant 
torque is 1 Nm.  
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Fig. 3.35  Measured shaft torque without cogging torque 
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3.5.6  Torque response time 
 
It is very difficult to know the response time of the SAW torque sensor since there is load 
on the system all the time. An experiment here is shown to see how fast the response for 
the measured torque is to the current excitation. The rotor was locked and a current was 
excited through phases U and V and the measured shaft torque was observed. Then another 
current excitation was applied through phase V and W. Fig 3.36 shows the current steps. 
Fig. 3.37 shows the time where the current excitations are changed from phases U and V to 
V and W at approximately t= 1.2 s.  Fig. 3.38 shows the response time of the measured 
torque was measured. From Fig. 3.37 the current excitation through phases V and W start at 
1.1995 s. In Fig. 3.38 it can be seen that the torque start to pick the response at 1.201 s. 
There was a delay of 1.5 ms. One reason for this delay is that there is a digital low-pass 
filter with a 2 kHz cut off frequency filtering the torque output.  
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Fig. 3.36  Current observation for a 1 A excitation. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.37  Current observation for a 1 A excitation zoomed in. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.38  Response time of the measured torque. 
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3.5.7  DSpace system 
 
The start-up routine proposed in Chapter 2 will be implemented via a DSpace controlled 
drive system comprising of a commercial brushless PM machine, the Unimotor coupled 
directly to a prototype brushless PM machine, as illustrated by the test facility schematic of 
Fig. 3.39 and by the rig photography gallery of Fig. 3.40.  The current and voltage 
instrumentation, full-bridge power electronic inverter, gate drive circuitry, filters and 
protections are discussed in detail in Appendix A3.  An overview of the DSpace machine 
control platform developed as part of this research study is also discussed in Appendix A3. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.39  Test rig schematic. 
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(a)  Complete test rig 
 
 
(b)  Mechanical system overview. 
Fig. 3.40  Experimental rig facility. 
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3.6  Summary 
 
This chapter characterised a position sensor then investigated the parameters of Unimotor 
brushless PM machine, then characterised the cylindrical torque transducer and finally 
characterised the prototypes brushless PM machine with the integrated torque transducer. 
The Unimotor manufacturer’s parameters that were examined are the resistance, the 
inductance, the back-EMF and the torque constant. The resistance was 22% increased due 
to rated temperature. The inductance was different since it was stated that the unimotor is a 
surface mounted PM machine and the saliency should be between 11.97 to 14.63 mH. The 
manufacturer quoted the inductance is 13.3 +-10% while when using an LCR meter clearly 
showed the inductance was 13.5 to 22 mH, which is not as the manufacturer gave but it 
clearly shows that it’s a 6-pole machine. The back-EMF given by the manufacturer was 98 
Vrms whilst the measured back-EMF test was 95 Vrms, which are very close to each other. 
The torque constant that was given by the manufacturer was 1.6 Nm/A while when 
investigated by using the SAW torque sensor and the results of the torque sensor was 1.65 
Nm/A but that could be due to load in the system such as the cogging torque.  The second 
characterisation was for the cylindrical torque SAW sensor. There was drift where the 
torque is offset after a certain time. This can be taken care off by zeroing the display and 
adjusting the offsets before an experiment started. There was noise in the system but the 
max amplitude was 30 mV which will contribute 0.6% error. The torque sensors static test 
showed that there was a 5% error between actual and measured torque and this also can be 
taken care off as by offset. The prototype brushless PM machine was investigated. There 
was no manufacturer’s data given for it. The resistance test was concluded to know the 
value of the resistance. The inductance was measured. It was noticed that the measured 
inductance had different amplitudes, which means that the machine is an asymmetric 
machine. The back-EMF test was done and the back-EMF line voltage was measured at 
1000 rpm and is equal to 67 Vrms. The torque constant was also obtained and was shown 
to be equal to 1 Nm/A. The integrated SAW sensor was also analysed. There was noise 
which causes 0.6% error. There was a load in the shaft with no excitation which could be 
due to misalignment. The torque excitation was shown for three level of excitation and the 
magnitudes increased linearly. The excited torque when subtracted from the non excited 
torque in the system outputs a better waveform. There was a delay of 1.5 ms mainly due to 
the digital low-pass filter.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 
EXPERIMENTAL VALDITION FOR 
START-UP ROUTINE 
 
 
4.1  Introduction 
 
Chapter 2 discussed the theory and procedures of a zero and low speed start-up routine for 
control of a BLPM machine without a rotor position sensor both without and with 
measured torque feedback.  This Chapter will discus the torque characterisation of the 
Unimotor and Prototype machine and then the practical implementation of the routines 
using the test facility described in Chapter 3.  Results are presented to validate the 
theoretical routines derived in Chapter 2.  
 
4.2  Unimotor PM Machine  
 
4.2.1  Introduction and cogging torque  
 
The Unimtor brushless PM characterisation and control was discussed in Chapter 3 and 
Appendix A.3 in terms of the machine electrical terminal parameters.  Here, the machine 
cogging torque and its impact on the start-up routine are discussed in greater detail.  
Cogging torque is the torque due to the interaction between the rotor PM and stator slots of 
a PM machine. It is also known as detent or rotor current torque and is an undesirable 
torque component for machine operation, since, it is essentially a torque disturbance to the 
control systems dynamics.  The cogging torque of the Unimotor machine under 
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investigation was measured using the in-line SAW torque transducer discussed in Chapter 
3.  The Unimotor machine was rotated at low speed of 5 rpm by a second Unimotor 
machine and the Control Techniques inverter systems illustrated in Fig. 3.12.  Thus, the 
shaft torque is measured and transferred to DSpace using the analogue output of the torque 
sensor display, shown in Fig. 3.6.  The measured cogging torque results are illustrated in 
Fig. 4.1.   
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Fig. 4.1  Unimotor cogging torque measurements per mechanical  revolution. 
 
4.2.2  Electromagnetic torque  
 
As shown in Chapter 3 the Unimotor machine has a sinusoidal back-EMF, and the machine 
cogging torque is relatively small when compared to the electromagnetic torque.  Hence, 
the analysis of Chapter 2 should be straight forward to validate. To this end, the back-to-
back Unimotor test rig with in-line torque transducer, Fig. 3.13, was used. The test 
procedure is similar to that in Chapter 2, but rather than calculating torque, the torque will 
be directly measured via the in-line SAW torque transducer and read into DSpace. The 
three steps for characterisation are: 
 
(a). Phases U-V of one Unimotor are excited with 3 A DC and the second Unimotor used 
to drive the system at very low speed (5 rpm).  The rotor position is measured using 
the optical encoder that is also aligned to phase U back-EMF.  
(b). Similarly, phases V-W are then excited with 3A DC and the Unimotor driven at very 
low speed (5 rpm) for one mechanical revolution. The shaft torque and position are 
measured and read into DSpace.   
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(c). Finally, phases W-U  are excited with 3A DC and the Unimotor driven at 5 rpm for 
one mechanical revolution. Shaft torque and position are read into DSpace.. The shaft 
torque measurements for the three tests are plotted in Fig. 4.2 for one mechanical 
revolution, showing an essentially balanced set of results.  
A comparison of the wave shape of the calculated electromagnetic torques in Chapter 2 for 
an illustrative machine and the experimental results in Fig. 4.3 for one electrical period 
show good agreement.  The perturbations in the torque waveforms of Fig. 4.3(b) arise from 
the cogging and reluctance torque previously discussed.  
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Fig. 4.2  Torques due to line-to-line current excitation of 3 A, one graph for comparison.  
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(a)  Calculated.   
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(b)  Experimental.   
Fig. 4.3  Comparison of calculated and experimental results of electromagnetic torques Tuv, 
Tvw and Twu for 3 A current excitation.  
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4.2.3  Routine 1: Electromagnetic torque less than load torque  
 
The start-up routines are now demonstrated using measured data as input.  Considering 
routine 1, and a rotor at an initial position as illustrated in Fig. 4.4. Three torque 
measurements for a 3 A excitation are taken at points A, B and C. The torque measurement 
at point A is equal to 0.99 Nm due to the U-V excitation current.  However, for this value 
of torque the rotor could be at position A or A’, shown in Fig. 4.4.  The torque 
measurement at B is equal to 3.16 Nm which is due to V-W excitation current and the 
torque measurement at C is equal to -4.96 Nm which due to the W-U excitation current. 
Equation (2.23)-(2.28) are used to determine the sector, which from (2.25) is sector C in 
this case. Then equations (2.37)-(2.42) are used. In this case equation (2.39) is the 
appropriate choice, leading to the following: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )3.16 0.9960 120 60 120 136
3.16 4.96
high sense vw uv
high low vw wu
T T T Td s
T T T T
θ
    −  −  −  
= + = + = + =         
− − +          
 (4.1) 
 
Comparing the rotor position angle calculated via (4.1) using measured torque as input 
data, to that measured via an incremental optical encoder shows good agreement, i.e. 136 
to 137 degrees electrical respectively, which is within 0.6%.  
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Fig. 4.4  Example of routine 1 electromagnetic torque less than load torque for Unimotor. 
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4.2.4  Routine 2: Electromagnetic torque and zero load torque  
 
Referring to Chapter 2, here in routine 2, the Unimotor electromagnetic torque is larger 
than the shaft load torque there is no external load connected to the machine, the rotor will 
ideally rotate when two phases of the machine.  When the rotor comes to rest the three 
torque measurements will, ideally, be equal to zero if there is no cogging torque or load 
perturbations on the system.  Referring to Fig. 4.5, if phase U-V are excited excited with 3 
A the resultant electromagnetic torque, Tuv, will rotate the rotor until it reduces to zero, 
resulting in the rotor coming to rest at either position A or B.  A second excitation via 
phases V-W excited with 3 A will move the rotor from point A to point C if A was the 
starting point since the torque at that instant is positive. Similarly, it will move from point 
B to C if B was the start point, since the torque at instant B is negative settling at point C. 
A third and final excitation excited with 3 A, W-U, will move the rotor from point C to 
point D which is at 30 degrees electrical. 
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Fig. 4.5  Example of routine 2 electromagnetic torque and zero load torque for Unimotor. 
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4.2.5  Routine 3: Electromagnetic torque  > T l  <  Tth 
 
If the Unimotor machine electromagnetic torque is larger than the load torque, Tl, and is 
less than the threshold torque, Tth, on the shaft, the rotor will rotate. If phases U-V are 
excited first, the rotor will settle at either point A or B with an offset to the no-load 
position corresponding to the load torque, Tl, of 1.9 Nm in this case, as illustrated in Fig 
4.6. To determine the rotor position a second excitation via phases V-W is performed, thus, 
the electromagnetic torque will rotate the rotor from point A to point C or from point B to 
point C as illustrated in Fig. 4.6. Finally an excitation step is made via phases W-U to 
determine rotor position the rotor will rotate from point C to point D since the torque at 
point C due to the W-U excitation is positive.  The excitation current, I, is 3A and the 
machine torque constant, Kt, is 1.67 Nm/A, hence the maximum torque for this current 
should be 5.01 Nm. The three torque measurements should be under the threshold torque, 
Tth, which is calculated as (4.2): 
sin(120) 3*1.67*0.86603 4.33879th tT IK Nm= = =  (4.2) 
The three excitation torques that rotate the rotor to position D are equal to the load torque 
of 1.9 Nm, which is less than threshold torque. The rotor position offset can be estimated 
knowing the maximum excited torque and the measured torque at point D from the 
solution of (4.3): 
1 1 1.9sin sin 22.28
5.01
l
m
T
offset electrical
T
ο− −   
= = =   
  
 
(4.3) 
  The electrical position at point D of Fig 4.7, will then be equal to: 
30 22.28 7.7D electricalο= − =  (4.4) 
The actual measured position at D is 6.4 degrees electrical which is 0.36% error in degrees 
electrical.  
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Fig. 4.6  Example of routine 3 electromagnetic torque > Tl<Tth for Unimotor. 
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4.2.6  Routine 4: Electromagnetic torque  > Tl   >  Tth 
 
The final case considered is when the electromagnetic torque is larger than the load torque, 
and the load torque is larger than the threshold torque (Tth), as illustrated in Fig. 4.7.  In 
this case, the load torque is sometimes larger than the electromagnetic torque which will 
lead to the Unimotor machine partially rotating within two sectors. Now the position will 
vary and there will be three possible final position solutions.  
Case (i): If the initial rotor position is between points A and B and the excited current is 3 
A then, when exciting phases U and V the position will move to point B and, when exciting 
phases V and W, the position will remain at point B. Finally when exciting the final phases 
W and U, the position will move back to point A, as shown in Fig. 4.7.  
Case (ii): If the initial rotor position is between points C and D then, when exciting phase 
U and V, the rotor will move to point C. Then when exciting phases V and W, the rotor will 
return to point D. Finally, when exciting phases W and U, the position will remain at point 
D, as shown in Fig. 4.7.  
Case (iii): If the initial position is between points E and F then, when exciting phases U 
and V the rotor position will move to point E. When exciting phases V and W the position 
will remain at point E and finally when exciting the final phases W and U the rotor will 
return to point F, as shown in Fig. 4.7.  
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Fig. 4.7  Example of routine 4 electromagnetic torque > Tl>Tth, cases(i), (ii), and (iii) for 
Unimotor. 
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4.2.7  Summary 
 
The four routines that were developed in Chapter 2 to estimate rotor position have been 
tested by application to the Unimotor machine.  The tests were carried out using an inline 
cylindrical instrument SAW torque sensor coupled between two similar Unimotors as 
discussed in Chapter 3. The results of the measured and estimated torques are very similar 
with good accuracies. The next evaluation is to use the technique on the prototype machine 
with integrated torque sensor. 
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 4.3  Prototype PM Machine  
 
The prototype brushless PM characterisation presented in section 3.5.5 had a noticeable 
difference between the prototype and Unimotor machines is the level of cogging torque 
between the two topologies, being much higher for the prototype machine.  During early 
tests it became apparent that this was a significant problem and hence further detailed 
characterisation of the no-load cogging torque had to be undertaken.   
 
4.3.1  Cogging torque analysis  
 
The cogging torque of the prototype machine was measured using the integrated SAW 
torque sensors.  The prototype machine was rotated at a very slow speed (5 rpm) by using 
the in-line connected Unimotor, as illustrated in Fig. 3.29 the experimental test facility. 
The shaft torque at low speed is measured and transferred to DSpace using the analogue 
output of the torque sensor display, as shown in Fig. 3.20.  The measured cogging torque 
for one complete rotor revolution is shown in Fig. 4.8. Since there is no electrical magnetic 
design information for either machine the cause of these perturbations can only be 
speculative.  If is clear from the near static test (5 rpm) that the prototype machine or 
internal torque sensing system, has a once per mechanical revolution cyclic load. This is 
probably due to a mis-alignment problem or an internal problem within the motor.  
However, this 1-per revolution cyclic load is found to be repeatable and hence, since it 
could be characterised, was treated as an external load disturbance.   
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Fig. 4.8  Prototype machine cogging torque for one mechanical revolution.  
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4.3.2  Electromagnetic torque analysis  
 
The prototype machine electromagnetic torque profile is characterised. In a similar manner 
to that taken the Unimotor machine the characterisation steps are: 
 
(i) The prototype machine phases U-V are excited with 1 A dc while being rotated at 
low speed (5 rpm). The position and shaft torque are measured and recorded via 
DSpace. The torque for phase U-V excitation, Tuv. The no-load cogging torque, 
Tcog, is also plotted for reference. It is noted that the 1-per revolution cyclic load 
simply off-sets the electromagnetic torque and can thus be accounted for once 
characterised.  
(ii) Machine phases V-W are then excited with 1 A dc with the rotor driven at low 
speed (5 rpm). Shaft torque and rotor position for one mechanical revolution. are 
recorded into DSpace. 
(iii) Finally, phases W-U excited with 1A dc and the rotor driven at low speed (5 rpm). 
Shaft torque and position for one mechanical revolution are recorded via DSpace. 
 
Shaft torques for the three excitation options and the no-load cogging torque are plotted in 
Fig. 4.9 for one mechanical revolution for comparison. Simply subtracting the cogging and 
1-per revolution cyclic load yields the excitation torque due to the relevant phase 
excitation, as illustrated in Fig. 4.10. The system cogging and 1-per revolution cyclic 
torques are undesirable and can be taken account of by either subtracting from the total 
measured torques or storing the in the start-up procedure and treating the data as an 
external torque disturbance.  
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Fig. 4.9  Measured shaft torque for the three excitation options and no-load cogging 
torque. 
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Fig. 4.10  Measured shaft torque for the three phase excitations options  minus cogging  
and disturbance torques. 
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4.3.3  Routine 1: Electromagnetic torque less than load torque  
 
Taking the cogging and 1-per revolution cyclic load torques into account when analysing 
the measured shaft torques for a 1 A excitation, the start-up procedures discussed in 
Chapter 2 were applied to the prototype machine. From here on the machine cogging and 
1-per revolution cyclic torques will be simply referred to as the disturbance load torques, 
Tdist. Recalling that routine 1 is when the prototype machine does not rotate when excited, 
thus the load torque is greater then the electromagnetic torque, as illustrated in Fig. 4.11 for 
one electrical period.  The data can be used to determine the sectors, as per the theory of 
Chapter 2, but with an offset due to the disturbance load torques. The same rules for 
deriving the sector can be applied here, although there are some minor offsets that due to 
the disturbance torques and measurement accuracies. Taking these into account, the sector 
angles are defined shown in Table 4.1 and the sector change-over angles in Table 4.2.  
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Fig. 4.11  Sector determination for prototype machine   
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 Sector Electrical position (degrees)  
 
A 0-60 
 
 
 
B 60-121 
 
 
 
C 121-182 
 
 
 
D 182-239 
 
 
 
E 239-300 
 
 
 
F 300-360 
 
 
Table 4.1  Sector angular definition  for prototype machine. 
 
 Sector Electrical position (degrees)  
 A-B 60  
 B-C 121  
 C-D 184  
 D-E 239  
 E-F 300  
 F-A 360 or 0  
Table 4.2  Sector change-over angles for sector for prototype machine. 
 
Although there are disturbance torques, the rules used in the theory of Chapter 2 to 
determine the sector and position can be employed here. An example, one random 
electrical position will be chosen. 
The three torque measurements are taken as per routine. For example Tuv = 0.694 Nm; Tvw 
= -1.182 Nm and Twu = 0.037 Nm, as illustrated in Fig. 4.12.  Using equation (2.27) sector 
A is identified and the angular position calculated as: 
( ) ( ) ( )0.694 0.03760 0 60 0 21
0.694 1.182
high sense uv wu
e
high low uv vw
T T T Td s
T T T T
θ
    −  −  −  
= + = + = + =         
− − +          
 (4.6) 
 
Measured electrical position for this estimate is 19.98 degrees so the positional error is 
0.27%. Using the full set of measured torque data, electrical position is estimated for one 
electrical period via the procedures and equations in Chapter 2. The results are plotted 
versus actual measured electrical position, as illustrated 4.13, showing very good 
agreement the error in measured and predicted rotor position is illustrated in Fig. 4.14, 
Showing maximum deviation of +6.8 to -4.2 degrees electrical.  
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Fig. 4.12  Example of routine 1 electromagnetic torque less than load torque for 
Prototype machine. 
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Fig. 4.13  Comparison of estimated and  measured rotor electrical position for the 
prototype machine.   
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Fig. 4.14  Variation of error between estimated and measured with electrical position.  
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Fig. 4.15 illustrates the DSpace PC interface displays as the controller works through the 
example start-up procedure, showing the measured shaft torque versus time for the U-V, V-
W and W-U excitations (a) and the measured and calculated position and final values of 
Tuv, Tvw and Twv (b). 
 
 
 
(a)  Measured shaft torque versus time. 
 
(b)  Measured and estimated position and the three excitations torques, Tuv, Tvw, Twu.  
Fig. 4.15 DSpace screen presentation of start-up routine results.  
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4.3.4  Routine 2: Electromagnetic  torque and zero load torque 
 
If the prototype machine electromagnetic torque is larger then the load and disturbance 
torques the machine rotor will rotate. However, unlike the Unimotor machine, the 
disturbance torques cannot be ignored and will hence be the reference torque. Again, 
illustrating the procedure by way of an example the first electrical period is shown in Fig. 
4.16 can be observed from Fig. 4.16, if the first 1 A excitation, the U-V phase the rotor 
rotates to point A or point B. then second excitation, V-W, will then move the rotor to point 
C whether it is at point A or B. The last excitation, W-U, moves the rotor from point C to 
D. 
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Fig. 4.16  Example of routine 2 electromagnetic torque and zero load torque for 
prototype machine. 
 
The zero load torque results are shown here for two cases; case one when the position 
moves to point A after the U-V excitation, then it moves from A to B after the V-W 
excitation and finally it moves from point B to point D, as shown in Fig. 4.17. The 
corresponding measured torque is shown in Fig. 4.18. 
The second case U-V is when the position moves to point B after the U-V excitation. It then 
moves from B to C after the V-W excitation, finally it moves from point C to point D after 
the W-U excitation, as shown in Fig. 4.19. The corresponding measured torque is also 
shown in Fig. 4.20. 
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Fig. 4.17  Measured electrical position due to three current excitations case one. 
 
 
 
 
   
 
Fig. 4.18  Measured shaft torque due to three current excitation case one. 
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Fig. 4.19  Measured electrical position due to three current excitations case two. 
 
 
 
 
  
Fig. 4.20  Measured shaft torque due to three current excitation case two. 
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4.3.5  Routine 3: Electromagnetic torque  >  Tl  < Tth 
 
When the prototype PM machine electromagnetic torque is larger then the load torque the 
rotor will rotate an example electrical period is shown in Fig. 4.21 showing load and 
disturbance torques. Considering the electrical period shown in Fig. 4.21, when phase, U-V 
are excited with 1 A current the rotor will either move to point A or point B. The second 
excitation, V-W, will move either point A to C and or point B to C. The last excitation, W-
U, moved point C moves to D. 
Two cases will be given as examples of DSpace outputs; firstly a light load shown in Figs. 
4.22 and 4.23, than a doubling of the load toques as shown in Figs. 4.24 and 4.25 in both 
cases the initial position is 79 electrical degrees. For the lightly loaded case, the rotor 
position moves to point A after the U-V excitation; it then moves from A to C during V-W 
excitation; and finally it moves from point C to point D during the W-U exaltation, as 
shown in Fig. 4.22, the corresponding measured torque is shown in Fig. 4.23. The end 
torque value is equal to 0.2 Nm.  
The second case is when load torque is increased to 0.4 Nm. It can be seen in Fig. 4.24 that 
the start position of 79 electrical degrees was chosen randomly. The rotor moves position 
to point A during the U-V excitation, then it moves from A to C during the V-W excitation, 
and finally it moves from point C to point D during the W-U excitation as shown in Figs. 
4.24 and 4.25. The corresponding measured torque is shown in Fig. 4.25. The end torque 
value is equal to 0.4 Nm. The results corresponding well to the theory Chapter 2, provided 
that the load torque is lower then the threshold torque.  
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Fig. 4.21 Example of routine 3 electromagnetic torque > Tl<Tth for prototype machine. 
. 
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Fig. 4.22  Measured electrical position during three current excitation sequences for case 
one, with a load of 0.2 Nm. 
 
 
   
 
Fig. 4.23  Measured shaft torque during three current excitation sequences for case one, 
with a load of 0.2 Nm.  
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Fig. 4.24  Measured electrical position during three current excitation sequences for case 
two, with a load of 0.4 Nm. 
 
 
   
 
Fig. 4.25  Measured shaft torque during three current excitation sequences for case two, 
with a load of 0.4 Nm. 
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4.3.6  Routine 4: Electromagnetic torque  > Tl  >  Tth 
 
When the prototype PM machine electromagnetic torque is larger then the load torque, and 
the load torque is larger then the threshold load torque the rotor rotates. An electrical 
period is illustrated in Fig.4.26 with Tl>Tth. The initial rotor position is at 79 electrical 
degrees, which is point A.  When phases U-V is excited with 1 A current a positive torque 
is produced.  Since this torque is larger than the load torque, the rotor will move to point C, 
then phase V-W are excited. Although the excitation torque for phase V-W is larger than the 
load, the torque is less than the threshold torque rotor will remain at point C. Finally, when 
phases W-U are excited the excitation torque for phases W-U it will move the rotor to point 
B this is shown in Fig. 4.26.  Only one case (i) is shown in Fig 4.28. The rotor position 
changes due to the three 1 A excitation, the torque corresponding measurements are shown 
in Fig. 4.28. The rotor position is between point B and C, these results can be easily shown 
for the other two cases.  
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Fig. 4.26  Example of routine 4 electromagnetic torque > Tl>Tth, cases(i), for prototype 
machine. 
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Fig. 4.27  Measured electrical position due to three current excitation sequences with load 
torque higher then the  threshold torque. 
 
 
 
 
   
 
Fig. 4.28  Measured shaft torque during three current excitation sequences with load torque 
higher then the  threshold torque. 
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4.3.7  Zero speed position estimation summary 
 
This Chapter has so far discussed zero speed position estimation using measured torque 
feedback, presenting four routines to satisfy the four shaft load torque options. The best 
routine is when rotor position is determined when stationary via three small currents 
exciting phases U-V, V-W and W-U in sequence, that are not of high enough value to rotate 
the rotor. However, the controller can account for all four routines. The benefit of zero 
speed position is that the initial position can be estimated and input to the machine control, 
so from the first excitation only positive torque is generated and the controller does not 
generate negative torque. If a negative torque is produced as illustrated in Fig. 4.29 then 
rotor direction and will reverse, as illustrated in Fig. 4.30. However, if the initial position is 
calculated then the torque produced will be positive and the speed response not reversed. 
Measured torque, electrical and mechanical position, and derivative of the torque due to 
the initial position estimation, are illustrated in Fig 4.30, to compare alongside the rotor 
speed profile of Fig. 4.30. The code for the start-up procedure routines are created in 
DSpace. Similarly, Figs. 4.31 illustrates dynamic measured torque, electrical and 
mechanical position, and derivative of the measured torque du to initial position 
estimation, while Fig. 4.32 illustrates rotor speed response due to positive torque 
production.  
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Fig. 4.29 System response to no initial position estimation.  
   
Fig. 4.30 Speed response due to negative torque production.  
 
Fig. 4.31  System response due to initial position estimation.  
 
Fig. 4.32  Speed response due to positive torque.  
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4.4  Low Speed Control of Prototype PM Machine 
 
4.4.1  Position sensorless (or open-loop) control 
 
There are several techniques to control the PM machine at low speed as discussed in 
Chapter 1 and 2. The technique discussed here is open-loop control. Brushless DC control 
will operate synchronously to a certain extent but is highly sensitive to load and speed 
perturbations and will stalling should the control equilibrium be disturbed. This means that 
for a given load, applied voltage, and commutation rate the machine will rotate on open-
loop control provided that these three variables do not deviate from the ideal by a 
significant amount. The ideal is determined by the machine back-EMF voltage and the 
torque constant. Loss of control manifests itself in two cases:  
 
• when the commutation rate is too slow for the applied voltage, i.e. the machine is  
overexcited. This will result in the machine will accelerating to the next commutation 
event too quickly and then slowing down to wait until for the next commutation event. 
The PM machine will be acting like a stepper motor in the extreme case, where it snaps 
to each position until the next commutation occurs. Since the machine is able to 
accelerate faster then the commutation rate, an excessive current will occur, as shown 
in Fig. 4.33 where the torque clearly is oscillatory, and in Fig. 4.34 where the phase 
current values are excessive. The speed is 150 rpm and there is no load.  
• when the commutation rate is too fast for a given voltage, i.e. under excitation. If the 
commutation arrives too early that the machine cannot accelerate fast enough to catch 
the next commutation event, the open-loop control will be lost and the machine stalls 
abruptly. The open-loop loss of control looks like a discontinuity in the machine 
response which makes control difficult. The torque response is shown in Fig. 4.35 and 
the current response in Fig. 4.36. The speed is 150 rpm and there is no load. 
 
An alternative to over- or under-excited is to adjust the commutation rate until self-locking 
open-loop control is achieved, as illustrated in Fig. 4.37 showing  the torque response, in 
Fig. 4.38 showing the current response. This open-loop controller is achieved when the 
load on the motor does not change over a commutation period, then the response curve of 
the machine speed relative to the applied voltage is linear. The main issue here is that the 
load should be constant. Open-loop control therefore ensures that pulse width modulation 
(PWM) is linearly proportional to the effective voltage. To summarise, this form of open-
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loop control can be achieved at low speed, but if the load is dynamic is applied then the 
technique will be highly unstable. The open-loop control as discussed in Chapter 2 requires 
knowledge of the line voltage for each speed, as shown in Fig. 4.39 for the prototype 
machine. The speed is 150 rpm and there is no load. 
 
 
   
Fig. 4.33  Over-excitation of the  prototype machine (acting like a stepper motor). 
 
 
 
   
Fig. 4.34  High phase currents due to over-excitation.   
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Fig. 4.35  Machine measured torque when control is lost due to under-excitation. 
 
 
 
   
Fig. 4.36  Current response during under-excited event. 
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Fig. 4.37  Measured shaft torque of machine ideal response. 
 
   
Fig. 4.38  Current waveform during response ideal response. 
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Fig. 4.39  Machine line voltage versus speed for prototype machine. 
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4.4.2  Position sensorless with measured torque feedback 
 
The open-loop control discussed in section 4.4.1 is simple and easy to implement, but 
practically useless in applications having dynamic torque and speed perturbations. 
However, the open-loop control scheme is worthy of consideration if augmented via an 
additional control function, hence becoming closed-loop control using measured torque 
feedback. The machine was initially excited without load and a table is constructed for 
each speed and PWM cycle as discussed in section 4.4.1. Then, the measured torque 
feedback is used as a gain to increase or decrease the PWM duty as the load increases or 
decreases. Then from Fig. 4.39 the voltage is known for no-load condition so when load is 
added the torque feedback voltage is summed with the no-load voltage to the new voltage 
command which corresponds to a new PWM duty cycle as discussed in Chapter 2 and 
appendix (A3). In Fig. 4.40 the machine speed is shown for no-load operation. Phase 
current and torque measurements are illustrated in Figs. 4.41 and 4.42 respectively. When 
load is added of 2 Nm the control increases the PWM demand to compensate for the load, 
the speed response is shown in Fig. 4.43. The torque and current responses are shown in 
Figs. 4.44 and 4.45 respectively. After the machine exceeds threshold speed in the 
prototype machine is equal to 150 rpm, another sensorless control is used which will be 
discussed in Chapter 5.  
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Fig. 4.40  No-load speed response. 
  
  
Fig. 4.41  No-load torque response. 
 
   
Fig. 4.42  No-load current response. 
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Fig. 4.43  Load speed response. 
 
   
Fig. 4.44  Load torque response. 
  
Fig. 4.45  Load current response. 
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 4.5  Summary  
 
Chapter 4 has discussed the experimental implementation of the start-up procedure 
developed in Chapter 2. The torque start-up using for the Unimotor PM machine was then 
discussed and shown to similar to the idealised machine model discussed in Chapter 2, due 
to the high quality of manufacture of this machine. The prototype machine was then 
investigated and the no-load torque characterised. It was noted that there was a load on the 
system that may have been caused by an internal-misalignment. This was considered as a 
disturbance torque on the system. The zero speed estimation procedure was implemented 
to control the prototype machine via DSpace. The first routine showed the zero position 
estimation error was within 1% when implemented via DSpace. Then the second routine 
settled to around 30 electrical degrees. The third routine settled between 0 and 30 electrical 
degrees as the load increased the position offset toward 0 electrical degrees. The fourth 
routine predicted the position between two sectors.  
Low speed control was investigated firstly by implementing open-loop brushless DC and 
then using measured torque feedback to make it closed-loop resulting in improved control 
of the machine at low speed. With the procedures developed machine control can be 
realised from zero and low speed with all load conditions by using measured torque 
feedback. 
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CHAPTER 5  
 
FLUX-LINKAGE ESTIMATION USING MEASURED  
TORQUE FEEDBACK 
 
 
5.1  Introduction 
 
In chapter 2 a theory for zero and low speed control without the use of measured position 
was described. Chapter 4 implemented the zero and low speed control procedures for 
different loads. Chapter 5 now discuses the use of flux estimators to control speed over a 
predetermined threshold speed which, for the system studied in this thesis is between 150-
300 rpm. The flux estimation technique can be divided into two types : 
• Open-loop flux-linkage estimation without feedback, but by direct flux estimation. The 
open loop flux estimation was used firstly with a pure integrator to estimate the flux as 
in [1], but the pure integrator had drift and initial value problems. The integration drift 
is a problem when using (1.7) and (1.8), but by using a low pass filter it is reduced 
[30]. 
• Closed-loop flux-linkage estimation is when the torque is calculated to compensate for 
position offsets. This method is implemented in two ways: one with a full electro-
mechanical model where torque is calculated as in [38], and the three phase currents 
are measured to estimate flux. Torque is then calculated from measured currents and 
estimated flux. The second method is when the flux-linkage is calculated from the 
measured current and voltages, a look-up table of flux-linkage / position and current 
characteristics is used to estimate current and position. This chapter will discuses a flux 
estimator closed loop with measured torque feedback rather then a table or a electro-
mechanical model.  
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5.2  Flux-Linkage Estimator  
 
5.2.1  Introduction 
 
Is this section a simple position sensorless control system is described to control the phase 
angles of the stator currents to maintain maximum torque per stator ampere over a wide 
range of speed and torque. The flux position is estimated from the measured current and 
voltages which are then manipulated and used to control the switching angle of the power 
electronics inverter and here the stator currents. Many types of flux observer have been 
discussed in papers and books [30-38].  In general, the steady-state first derivative of the 
angle gives the speed.  However, in the transient state, the stator flux-linkage space vector 
moves relative to the rotor to produce a new torque level and that influences speed. This 
effect can be neglected if the rate-of-change of the electromagnetic torque is limited. The 
angle between the stator flux-linkage, ψs, and stator current, Is, is 90 electrical degrees, to 
produce max torque per current excitation as shown in Fig. 5.1. This concept will be used 
to control the prototype brushless PM machines above threshold speed which is (150-300) 
typically the reason for choosing such speed to calculate the flux-linkage at lower speeds 
the back-EMF voltage is very low and the resistance voltage drop becomes dominant. 
Choosing the threshold speed depends on the speed where it can be calculated in the 
prototype machine it 150 rpm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.1  Stator current and flux-linkage phase diagram.  
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5.2.2  Flux-linkage estimator equations 
 
The stator current space vector in the stationary reference frame fixed to the stator can be 
expressed as [36]: 
 
1 11
2 2
2 3 30
3 2 2
1 1 1
2 2 2
u
v
w
i i
i i
i i
α
β
γ
− − 
 
    
−    
=     
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
(5.1) 
 
 
The following alpha and beta axis currents in the stator reference frame can be expressed 
as a real and imaginary current as: 
 
si i jiα β= +  (5.2) 
 
 
The alpha and beta axis currents can be obtained from the measured stator current by: 
 
2 1 1
3 2 2u v w
i i i iα
 
= − − 
 
 (5.3) 
 
 
2 3 3
3 2 2v w
i i iβ
 
= −  
 
 
(5.4) 
 
 
For a balanced machine and supply conditions: 
 
0u v wi i i+ + =  (5.5) 
 
 
Thus by considering (5.5), (5.3) and (5.4) can be written as (5.6) and (5.7) respectively: 
 
( )2 1 1 2 3 3
3 2 2 3 2 2u u w w u u
i i i i i i iα
   
= − − − − = =   
   
 (5.6) 
 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )2 3 3 1 1 1 23 2 2 2 2 2v w v w v u v u vi i i i i i i i i iβ
 
= − = − = − − − = +  
 
 
(5.7) 
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The stator voltages can be defined similarly; thus the alpha and beta stator voltages in the 
stationary reference frame are: 
 
su u juα β= +  (5.8) 
 
 
( )2 1 1 2 3 3
3 2 2 3 2 2u u w w u u
u u u u u u uα
   
= − − − − = =   
   
 
(5.9) 
 
 
( ) ( )2 3 3 2 3 1
3 2 2 3 2 2v w v w v w
u u u u u u uβ
 
= − = − = −  
 
 
(5.10) 
 
 
These can be obtained from the measured line voltages by (5.11) – (5.13): 
 
uv u vu u u= −  (5.11) 
 
 
vw v wu u u= −  (5.12) 
 
 
wu w uu u u= −  (5.13) 
 
 
For a balanced machine and supply conditions: 
 
0 u v wu u u= + +  (5.14) 
 
 
By considering (5.9)-(5.14) the alpha and beta voltages can be written as (5.15) and (5.16) 
respectively: 
 
3 1 ( )
2 3 uv wu
u u uα = −  (5.15) 
 
 
1 ( )
2 wu uv
u u uβ = − +  (5.16) 
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The stator flux vector can be obtained by integration of the terminal voltages minus the 
stator Ohmic drop as: 
 
l l s su R i dtψ = −∫  (5.17) 
 
 
By considering the alpha and beta axis current (5.2) and alpha and beta axis voltages (5.8), 
The alpha and beta axis stator flux-linkage components are obtained: 
 
s jα βψ ψ ψ= +  (5.18) 
 
 
Thus, the following alpha and beta axis stator flux-linkage components in the stator 
reference frame are obtained: 
 
su R i dtα α αψ = −∫  (5.19) 
 
 
su R i dtβ β βψ = −∫  (5.20) 
 
 
The angle of the stator flux-linkage space vector which shown in Fig 5.1 can be obtained 
from the two-axis stator flux-linkage component as: 
 
1tans
β
α
ψρ
ψ
−
 
=  
 
 
(5.21) 
 
 
The performance of the flux-linkage position estimator in (5.21) depends on the accuracy 
of the integration technique used and also the accuracy of the monitored voltages and 
currents. The integration becomes problematic at low frequencies where the stator voltage 
values are very small and are dominated by the resistor voltage drops. The errors 
associated with the monitored voltages and currents are:  
 
• phase shift due to the voltage sensor used, 
•  offset in the measurement systems,  
• quantization error in the digital system,  
• and magnitude errors because of the conversion factors. 
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The resistance value must be accurately measured for accurate flux-linkage estimation. The 
analogue integrators cause the system to drift which causes a large error of the position of 
the stator flux-linkage. An incorrect flux angle will cause phase modulation in the control 
of the phase currents at fundamental frequency. This will produce unwanted fundamental 
frequency oscillations in the electromagnetic torque of the machine [14]. This flux-linkage 
estimator is known as an open-loop estimator, a DSpace schematic of which is shown in 
Fig. 5.2.  
 
 
Fig. 5.2  Open-loop flux-linkage estimator. 
 
Another method is where the stator flux-linkage can be estimated using a low pass filter 
instead of a pure integrator, in this case the 1/s integrator is replaced with (T/s+T) where T 
is a suitable time constant [14], as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. This is the method that will be 
used to control the prototype brushless PM after the threshold speed is reached. The 
constant chosen for this machine is 0.001 s based on a trial and error method.  
 
Fig. 5.3  Low pass flux-linkage estimator. 
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From the α and β  stator flux-linkage and stator current components, the electromagnetic 
torque can be calculated as [106]: 
 
( )32T P i iβα β αψ ψ= −  (5.22)  
 
where P is the machine pole-pair number. An alternative equation for the electromagnetic 
torque is also given by [106]: 
 
3 [2 sin( ) ( )sin 2 ]
4
s
e f f s
p
T L L L
L L β β αα β
ψ ψ δ ψ δ= − −  (5.23) 
 
 
The rotor position, θe required to estimate the speed is then computed as the difference 
between the stator flux-linkage angle 
s
ρ  and the load-angle [106, 123] as:  
 
e s
θ ρ δ= −  (5.24) 
 
 
Finally the rotor electrical speed can be calculated by differentiating the rotor position: 
 
e
e
d
dt
θ
ω =  
(5.25) 
 
 
The load-angle can be estimated from load torque, where the load torque is estimated using 
equations (5.23). However, it is very difficult to estimate the load-angle since machine 
parameters may change. In Chapter 1 another method was reviewed that used a look-up 
table, but also this method has errors due to machine parameters changes [16]. Here in 
Chapter 5 the measured shaft torque to estimate the load-angle and account for the offset 
problem due to load torque. 
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5.3  Simulation of Low pass Flux-Linkage Estimator  
 
The performance of the low pass flux-linkage shown in Fig. 5.3, estimator was investigated 
using Matlab/Simulink. The back EMF is calculated using (5.26)-(5.28). The prototype 
machine was rotated at low speed using the start-up technique of Chapter 2 and 4 until the 
motor reached the threshold speed where the flux-linkage technique can be used to 
estimate position and this is 150 rpm for the prototype machine. For the simulation study 
the machine was accelerated from 0 to 1000 rpm and low pass filter shown in Fig. 5.3 used 
to estimate the position.   
sin( )u e e ee k w θ=  (5.26) 
 
2
sin( )
3v e e e
e k w piθ= +  (5.27) 
 
2
sin( )
3w e e e
e k w piθ= −  (5.28) 
 
5.3.1  Low pass flux-linkage estimator at no-load  
 
The Brushless PM machine starts from stand-still and is accelerated to 1000 rpm with no-
load this is shown in Fig. 5.4. The electromagnetic torque, phase current, back-EMF, and 
estimated position for no-load are shown in Fig. 5.5 to Fig. 5.7.  
Fig. 5.5 shows the simulated electromagnetic torque response. The start-up torque from 0 
to 0.01 s is to start the machine and get the speed accelerated from 0 to 1000rpm. Then 
there is small amount of torque that is required to overcome the friction losses. 
Fig. 5.6 shows the current and the back-EMF for phase U. The start-up current which is 
from 0 to 0.01 s is to accelerate the machine from 0 to 1000 rpm. Then there is a small 
amount of current which supplies the no-load torque. Fig. 5.7 show simulated electrical 
positions and flux-linkage estimated position, the flux-linkage cannot estimate position at 
zero and low speed so it will be used only for speeds higher the threshold speed.  Fig. 5.8 
shows the measured and estimated electrical positions zoomed in to show that the 
estimated algorithm is performing well at over threshold speed.  
To summarise, the position estimation at no-load using the low pass filter estimator 
performance is very good because the there is no offset due to load. If load is added then 
either a look-up table should be used to compensate for the load angle difference or an 
estimate of load angle from the flux and current could be used. In the next section load is 
going to be added without compensation from a look-up table or an estimate, and the 
measured and estimated position are going to be compared.  
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Fig. 5.4  Simulated speed response with no-load. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.5  Simulated electromagnetic torque response with no-load. 
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Fig. 5.6  Simulated phase u current and back-EMF with no-load. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.7  Simulated measured and estimated electrical position with no-load. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.8  Simulated measured and estimated electrical position with no-load. 
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5.3.2  Low pass flux-linkage estimator at load  
 
The brushless PM machine starts from stand-still and is accelerated to 1000 rpm with load, 
as shown in Fig. 5.9. The electromagnetic torque, phase current, back-EMF and estimated 
position are shown in Figs. 5.10 to Fig. 5.12 respectively.  
Fig. 5.11 shows the current and the back-EMF for phase U. The start-up current from 0 to 
0.01 s is that required to accelerate the machine and load systems from 0 to 1000 rpm. 
There after, the current supplies the steady load. Fig. 5.12 shows the estimated and 
measured electrical position. There is an offset between the estimated and measured 
position that can be shown in further detail in Fig. 5.13 which is a zoom of Fig. 5.12 to 
show the offset detail. To summarise, the performance when there is no-load the low pass 
filter estimator performance is very good because there is no offset due to load. But as load 
of 7 Nm is inserted a offset angle occurs. This angle is usually estimated from the 
measured current and voltages but changes in machine parameters, due to temperature for 
example, can  changes cause an error to the estimation.  
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Fig. 5.9  Simulated speed response with load. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.10  Simulated electromagnetic torque response with 7 Nm load. 
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Fig. 5.11  Simulated phase u current and back-EMF with 7 Nm load. 
 
 
Fig. 5.12  Simulated measured and estimated electrical position with load. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.13  Simulated measured and estimated electrical position with load. 
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5.3.3  Low pass flux-linkage estimator at load using measured torque feedback  
 
The flux-linkage estimator performance works well for a fixed load. However, when the 
load is changing dynamically, the load angle will change. The error in position due to a 
sudden load change will cause an offset between the measured position and estimated 
position. From Fig. 5.13 the error between the measured and estimated electrical position 
can be calculated, as shown in Fig. 5.14. The flux-linkage position relative to rotor 
electrical position is calculated as (5.24). The load angle can be calculated from the 
measured torque as the torque constant is known. Using measured torque feedback to 
calculate the load angle and thus account for load offset, this is shown in Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 
5.16 for a load of 7 Nm and a speed of 1000 rpm. 
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Fig. 5.14  Simulated load angle and error between measured  
and estimated electrical positions. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.15  Simulated estimated and measured electrical position with torque feedback. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.16  Estimated and measured electrical position with torque feedback. 
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5.4  Experimental Results of Low pass Flux-Linkage Estimator 
 
5.4.1  Flux-linkage estimation with and without  measured torque feedback 
 
Firstly the start-up routine discussed in chapter 2 and 4 is used to bring the machine up to 
threshold speed (150 rpm) then the flux estimation technique is used for estimating 
position from 150-1000 rpm. When there is no-load and the speed is at 1000 rpm the 
measured torque is shown in Fig. 5.17 relative to the measured mechanical and electrical 
position it can be seen that the load is varying from 1.0 to -1.0 Nm due to the mis-aliment 
problem discussed throughout the Chapters. 
The estimated position using flux estimation technique with no-load is shown without and 
with measured torque feedback in Fig. 5.18. The error between the measured and estimated 
position with no-load is shown in Fig. 5.19, where it can be seen that the error when no 
measured torque feedback is used is 0.15 electrical radians which is an angular error of 
2.4%, while when using the measured torque feedback is 0.08 electrical radians which is 
an angular error of 1.2%. 
The second test is attaching a 1.25 Nm load to the machine. The measured torque, 
electrical and mechanical positions are shown in Fig. 5.20. The estimated position using 
flux estimation technique with 1.25 Nm load is shown in Fig. 5.21. The error between the 
measured and estimated position is shown in Fig. 5.22 where it can be seen that the error 
when no measured torque feedback is used is 0.22 electrical radians which is an angular 
error of 3.5 %, while when using the measured torque feedback is 0.18 electrical radians 
which is an angular error of 2.8%. 
The third test is attaching a 2 Nm load to the machine. The measured torque, electrical and 
mechanical position is shown in Fig. 5.23. The estimated position using flux estimation 
technique with a 2 Nm load is shown in Fig. 5.24. The error between the measured and 
estimated position is shown in Fig. 5.25 where it can be seen that the error when no 
measured torque feedback is used is 0.26 electrical radians which is an angular error of 
4.1%, while when using the measured torque feedback is 0.18 electrical radians which is 
an angular error of 2.8%. 
The fourth test is attaching a 3 Nm to the machine. The measured torque, electrical and 
mechanical positions are shown in Fig. 5.26 and Fig. 5.27.  The estimated position using 
flux estimation technique with a 3 Nm load attached is shown in Fig. 5.28, where it can be 
seen that the error when no measured torque feedback is used is 0.33 electrical radians 
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which is an angular error of 5.25 %, while when using the measured torque feedback is 
0.15 electrical radians which is an angular error of 2.3%. 
The fifth test is attaching a 5 Nm load to the machine. The measured torque, electrical and 
mechanical positions are shown in Fig. 5.29 and Fig. 5.30.  The estimated position using 
flux estimation technique with a 5 Nm load attached is shown in Fig. 5.31, where it can be 
seen that the error when no measured torque feedback is used is 0.44 electrical radians 
which is an angular error of 7%, while when using the measured torque feedback is 0.14 
electrical radians which is an angular error of 2.2%. 
From the results presented and summarised in Table 5.1, it can be seen that as load 
increased the error between the measured and estimated electrical position, for example at 
5 Nm the error was 0.44 electrical radians which is equal to 25 electrical degrees, causing a 
large torque ripple. However, when measured torque feedback is implemented the angular 
error was reduced to 0.15 radians and as the torque response is much improved.  
 
Load (Nm) 
electrical position error 
without measured torque 
feedback (radians) 
electrical position error 
with measured torque  
feedback (radians) 
No-load 0.15 0.08 
1.25 0.22 0.18 
2 0.26 0.18 
3 0.33 0.15 
5 0.44 0.14 
 
Table 5.1  Error of load offset angle from measured electrical position.  
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Fig. 5.17  Measured torque, electrical and mechanical positions with no-load. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.18  Measured and estimated electrical positions with no-load. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.19  Error of measured and estimated electrical position with  no-load. 
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Fig. 5.20  Measured torque, electrical and mechanical positions with 1.25 Nm load. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.21  Measured and estimated electrical position with 1.25 Nm load. 
 
 
Fig. 5.22  Error of measured and estimated electrical positions with 1.25 Nm load. 
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Fig. 5.23  Measured torque, electrical and mechanical position with 2 Nm load. 
 
 
Fig. 5.24  Measured and estimated electrical positions with 2 Nm load. 
 
 
Fig. 5.25  Error of measured and estimated electrical position with 2 Nm load. 
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Fig. 5.26  Measured torque, electrical and mechanical position with 3 Nm load. 
 
 
Fig. 5.27  Measured and estimated electrical positions with 3 Nm load. 
 
 
Fig. 5.28  Error of measured electrical and estimated electrical position with 3 Nm load. 
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Fig. 5.29  Measured torque, electrical and mechanical position with 5 Nm load. 
 
Fig. 5.30  Measured and estimated electrical positions with 5 Nm load. 
 
Fig. 5.31 Error of measured and estimated electrical position with 5 Nm load. 
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5.5  Number of Sensors  
 
The systems described in this thesis so far needs at least 3 current and 3 voltage sensors, 
and a torque measurement device. The torque system described is a low cost system in 
mass production a SAW torque transducer cost $10 US [7]. The current and voltage 
sensors cost more than the torque sensor. Further cost reduction is possible for the system 
described by lowering the number current and voltage of sensors.  
 
5.5.1  Single DC current sensor technique   
 
The inverter used consists of six IGBT switches. The main application is motor control, 
thus information of the phase currents are very important for control protection against 
possible fault conditions like short circuit. The inverter typically has three phase current 
sensors and one DC link current sensor to have full information of the system. However, 
this approach is not economical so the three phase currents can be reconstructed by one 
single current measured in the drive system DC link [124-126].  
The commutation sequence for a typical 3-phase BLDC motor is UV-UW-VW-VU-WU-
WV and repeats from there on. Each phase is active for 120 electrical degrees. At any 
given time/step or commutation interval, there are only two phases active or conducting. 
The third phase is inactive or floating. This control technique has a built in dead-time and 
ensures that the two switches in the same phase-leg are not active at the same time. The 
switch control signal is applied to the upper and lower devices to control the current and 
voltage. There are two cases here that will be investigated for one sequence.  
Case one: over-modulated is when two switches are conducting but there is no pulse width 
modulation (PWM), i.e. so-called over-modulated operation, phase UV sequence will be 
analysed, referring to Fig. 5.32, current flows from positive DC through the upper-side of 
the inverter bridge, U, to the machine winding across phases A and B, then passes through 
the low side of the bridge VV and to the negative DC.  The arrows indicate the direction of 
current flow. In this case, the current through phase U is equal to the current through phase 
VV and equal the DC link current, prior to the main DC link capacitor: so by knowing that 
switch U is on and switch VV is on, then the phase current can be identified and set equal 
to the DC link current.  
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Fig. 5.32  Case one: UV excitation showing current direction. 
 
Case two: PWM controlled considers the same two switches as in Case one, but the 
modulation index is less 1. The PWM will switch according to the current control set point, 
but the commutation sequence remains unchanged. When the PWM events open the main 
power switching devices current still flows due to the stored energy in the machine 
inductance. The current path is via the bridge diodes. The current will flow back to the 
supply, as shown in Fig. 5.33. In this case the current in the DC link will equal the inverse 
current. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 are derived from Case one and Case two for all switches the 
Tables equate the DC current to the phase current during the six commutation steps.  
Three phase inverters used for machine control normally implement complete information 
about the three phase currents and the DC link current, to control the machine and also to 
protect against damaging over currents.  The phase currents can be reconstructed from the 
current information in the DC link current and the system proposed the use one DC current 
measurement to control the machine.  
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Fig. 5.33  Case two: UV excitation with two switches off, showing current direction. 
 
5.5.2  Single DC voltage sensor technique   
 
Estimation of the stator flux requires three stator terminal voltages sensors. However, the 
DC link voltage and the switching states of the six power devices of the inverter can be 
used to reconstruct the three terminals voltages [14]. The switching sequences are for 
brushless DC control. Fig. 5.47 and examining the voltage states when phase U and V are 
switched on, it can be seen from Kirchhoff voltage law that the DC link voltage can be 
equated to the phase voltage as: 
 
1
2u DC
u u=  
(5.31) 
 
 
1
2v DC
u u= −  
(5.32) 
 
 
Tables 5.4 can be constructed if all switches sequences are considered.  
 
+UDC 
-UDC 
UU VV WW 
 
 
 
 
 
U 
V W I 
I I 
I 
I
I 
I 
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Commutation sequence iu iv iw Rotor position  
(degrees electrical) 
UV iDC -iDC 0 30-90 
UW iDC 0 -iDC 90-150 
VW 0 iDC -iDC 150-210 
VU -iDC iDC 0 210-270 
WU -iDC 0 iDC 270-330 
WV 0 -iDC iDC 330-30 
 
Table 5.2  Relationship between DC-link and phase currents Case one. 
 
 
Commutation sequence iu iv iw Rotor position  
(degrees electrical) 
UV -iDC iDC 0 30-90 
UW -iDC 0 iDC 90-150 
VW 0 -iDC -iDC 150-210 
VU iDC -iDC 0 210-270 
WU iDC 0 -iDC 270-330 
WV 0 iDC -iDC 330-30 
 
Table 5.3  Relationship between DC-link and phase currents Case two. 
 
 
 
Commutation sequence vu vv vw Rotor position  
(degrees electrical) 
UV 0.5vdc -0.5vdc 0 30-90 
UW 0.5vdc 0 -0.5vdc 90-150 
VW 0 0.5vdc -0.5vdc 150-210 
VU 
-0.5vdc 0.5vdc 0 210-270 
WU 
-0.5vdc 0 0.5vdc 270-330 
WV 0 
-0.5vdc 0.5vdc 330-30 
 
Table 5.4  Relationship between DC-link and phase voltages. 
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5.5.3  Experimental results    
 
The relationship of the DC current and switches sequence to the three phase currents is 
shown here via experimental results for the reduced sensor method. Fig. 5.34 shows the 
measured mechanical position, electrical position, and measured torque for a step change 
in load torque from 0 to 2 Nm at 0.53s. Fig. 5.35 shows the measured electrical position 
compared with (i) electrical position estimated using three current, three voltage sensors 
and one SAW torque sensor and (ii) only one DC current, one DC voltage sensor and one 
SAW torque sensor.  
Fig. 5.36 illustrates the three measured phase currents during the transient response. The 
measured DC current is shown in Fig. 5.37. The estimated three phase currents, from the 
measured DC current, is shown in Fig. 5.38. The DC current when there is no-load goes 
slightly negative due to the reversal diodes in the power inverter. The estimated three 
currents from the DC current are delayed due to the low pass filtering of the signal. Fig. 
5.36 illustrates the three measured phase voltages during the transient response which at 
speed 1000 rpm a load was added of 3 Nm, the estimated three phase voltages are shown in 
Fig. 5.39. There is a delay of 5 ms between the measured and estimated voltages due to the 
low pass filter.   
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.34  Measured torque, mechanical and electrical positions during step load of 3 Nm at 
speed of 1000rpm. 
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Fig. 5.35  Estimated electrical position with reduced sensors.  
 
 
Fig. 5.36  Measured three phase current during transient response.  
 
 
 
Fig. 5.37  Measured DC current during transient response.  
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Fig. 5.38  Generated three phase currents during transient response from the DC current.  
 
 
 
Fig. 5.39  Measured three phase voltages during transient response. 
 
 
Fig. 5.40  Generated three phase currents during transient response from the DC current.  
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5.6  Summary  
 
This Chapter discussed a simple rotor position sensorless control technique that is 
employed above the threshold speed of 150 rpm. When the machine exceeds the threshold 
speed a flux estimation technique is enabled to estimate the position.  Firstly, the flux 
estimation is discussed, and then simulated. The standard flux estimation worked for no-
load and could not work for varying loads. Here, the load angle effect on position was 
shown in simulation then it has been illustrated in test rig. This was further shown in 
simulation that by adding load, the load angle got larger. When using the measured torque 
feedback the position error was improved. 
 The second part of this Chapter was validation of the simulation study via experimental 
results. Firstly, the electrical position with no-load was estimated, then the test repeated for 
increasing load. Five different load conditions without measured torque feedback were 
considered. The position estimation error increased for increasing load. Measured torque 
feedback was used to measure the load angle and the same five cases were repeated with 
measured torque feedback. In all of the five load conditions with measured torque 
feedback, a reduced error (within 2% error) was measured.  
Then the last two sections of this Chapter focused on reducing the number of sensors in a 
BLDC machine drive-system. Then experimental results were presented showing control 
of the machine using one DC link current and one DC link voltage sensor and an integrated 
SAW torque transducer.  
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CHAPTER 6 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK  
 
 
6.1  Review of Presented Work 
 
This Chapter concludes the work presented in this thesis.  To begin with this section 
summarises the work discussed in Chapters 1-5, with Section 6.2 describing the 
conclusions drawn from this work.  Section 6.3 outlines the novelty of the work carried out 
and lists the publications that have been a direct result of this work.  
 
•  Chapter 1, this Chapter discussed the BLPM drive systems, the BLPM drive systems 
require rotor position (angle) feedback to effectively control phase current and 
optimise torque per ampere. The position feedback schemes reported in the literature 
are summarized in the flowchart illustrated in Fig. 1.23. Sensorless control strategies 
for the BLPM machines are generally based on calculating position from the machine 
parameters, via measurement of terminal voltages and currents. All of the main 
sensorless control strategies for detecting rotor position have been reviewed in this 
Chapter, as presented in Table 1.1.  The table left-hand column links to the relevant 
references in the right-hand column.  The compilation of this table was undertaken to 
try to collect the main techniques, the applicable drive systems (BLDC or AC), the 
existence of experimental validation and an audit of the required sensors into one 
overview.  The table is not claimed to be exhaustive, but serves to highlight prior 
research effort with that of the research reported in this thesis. Position sensors such as 
absolute or incremental encoders, or resolvers and there associated circuitry have 
disadvantages in that they contain delicate parts that makes them sensitive to 
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mechanical abuse and temperature.  Oil, dirt or dust can harm or contaminate the 
encoder disk. Gratings, may also be broken by shock loads or sustained vibrations.  
The LED and photo detectors are also sensitive to mechanical and electrical 
disturbances.  Brushless resolvers are relatively robust, but the associated resolver-to-
digit converter electronics is complex and generally a high cost components in the 
drive system. The main issue with back-EMF detection schemes is that they do not 
work at zero and low speeds, they require at least three voltage and two current 
sensors and a comparator circuit to sense the neutral voltage, or free wheeling diode 
circuit which necessitates additional isolated power supplies.  These techniques are 
sensitive to speed and load changes which can cause instabilities.  There is also is a 
delay between actual and estimated positions which must be predetermined. In the 
flux-linkage estimation methods the main disadvantages are used: the machine 
parameters, hence sensitivity to parameter variations due to temperature load 
(saturation) etc.  These estimation techniques require two current and two voltage 
sensors. The load torque must be estimated by a look-up table or torque estimation 
technique to estimate the load angle offset. Moreover, zero and low speed operation is 
not possible. The disadvantage of observers is that they do not work at zero and low 
speed.  The common problem for all observers is that if the currents and voltages are 
DC there will not be enough information for position estimation.  The need for a 
detailed electrical model of the machine so that the error signal can be constructed 
from the measured and estimated states leads to increased computation requirements. 
The machine electrical parameters, the inductance, resistance and back-EMF 
coefficient are required, but load torque information is also necessary to consider the 
steady state error due to parameter perturbations. A loss of the observer stability will 
results in erratic and possibly destructive machine operation. The variation in 
inductance and machine modifications techniques are similar since they require 
machines to be specifically designed or modified to exhibit saliency. The main 
advantage of this method is that position can be estimated at zero and low speed.  
However, inductance variation for rotor position estimation is complicated: in a 
surface mounted magnet machine since there is no saliency so any variation of 
winding inductances with rotor position arises from magnetic saturation, the back-
EMF dominates the rate-of-change in the current, the variation of incremental 
inductances with rotor position undergoes two cycles per electrical cycle causing an 
ambiguity in sensed position, the distortion due to the nonlinearities of the inverter, 
and due to load offsets and noise caused by signal injection. Other techniques such as 
fuzzy logic and neural networks have similar issues to observers techniques. The 
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unique topology of the matrix converter provides additional advantages over a two-
level inverter in that it is capable of applying smaller input voltages to the machine 
when the position measurement is needed at  low speed, but not at zero speed. Finally, 
direct torque control is similar to closed-loop flux-estimator schemes.  Sensorless 
position techniques behave poorly, if at  all, at zero and low speeds (0-300rpm) and 
load torque must be estimated to know  the load angle offset. In all the position 
sensorless techniques researched [18-110],  at least two current and one voltage 
sensor are required to establish closed-loop  control and for estimation of position.   
 
• Chapter 2, This Chapter has investigated and developed a procedure that uses measured 
torque feedback to estimate zero and low speed position without using other rotor 
position sensors.  The zero speed position estimation has been divided into four 
routines, of which only three need actual torque measurement.  The first routine 
discussed how the zero speed position can be estimated with the machine stationary.  
Here, the electromagnetic torque was less than the load torque for all rotor positions.  
The second routine discussed how the zero speed position can be estimated when the 
machine is free to rotate but there is no-load connected.  The third routine discussed is 
implemented when the electromagnetic torque is larger than the load torque, and the 
load torque is less than a threshold torque (as defined in the Chapter).  Finally, the 
fourth routine is implemented when the electromagnetic torque is larger than the load 
torque, and the load torque is larger than the threshold torque. Routine one is the best 
between the four routines since it can start the machine from stand-still without 
rotation. After determining the zero position, low speed control has been discussed to 
illustrate how at low speed the BLPM can be controlled using measured torque 
feedback. 
 
• Chapter 3, This chapter characterised a position sensor then investigated the parameters 
of Unimotor brushless PM machine, then characterised the cylindrical torque 
transducer and finally characterised the prototypes brushless PM machine with the 
integrated torque transducer. The Unimotor manufacturer’s parameters that were 
examined are the resistance, the inductance, the back-EMF and the torque constant. 
The resistance was 22% increased due to rated temperature. The inductance was 
different since it was stated that the unimotor is a surface mounted PM machine and the 
saliency should be between 11.97 to 14.63 mH. The manufacturer quoted the 
inductance is 13.3 +-10% while when using an LCR meter clearly showed the 
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inductance was 13.5 to 22 mH, which is not as the manufacturer gave but it clearly 
shows that it’s a 6-pole machine. The back-EMF given by the manufacturer was 98 
Vrms whilst the measured back-EMF test was 95 Vrms, which are very close to each 
other. The torque constant that was given by the manufacturer was 1.6 Nm/A while 
when investigated by using the SAW torque sensor and the results of the torque sensor 
was 1.65 Nm/A but that could be due to load in the system such as the cogging torque.  
The second characterisation was for the cylindrical torque SAW sensor. There was drift 
where the torque is offset after a certain time. This can be taken care off by zeroing the 
display and adjusting the offsets before an experiment started. There was noise in the 
system but the max amplitude was 30 mV which will contribute 0.6% error. The torque 
sensors static test showed that there was a 5% error between actual and measured 
torque and this also can be taken care off as by offset. The prototype brushless PM 
machine was investigated. There was no manufacturer’s data given for it. The 
resistance test was concluded to know the value of the resistance. The inductance was 
measured. It was noticed that the measured inductance had different amplitudes, which 
means that the machine is an asymmetric machine. The back-EMF test was done and 
the back-EMF line voltage was measured at 1000 rpm and is equal to 67 Vrms. The 
torque constant was also obtained and was shown to be equal to 1 Nm/A. The 
integrated SAW sensor was also analysed. There was noise which causes 0.6% error. 
There was a load in the shaft with no excitation which could be due to misalignment. 
The torque excitation was shown for three level of excitation and the magnitudes 
increased linearly. The excited torque when subtracted from the non excited torque in 
the system outputs a better waveform. There was a delay of 1.5 ms mainly due to the 
digital low-pass filter.  
 
• Chapter 4 has discussed the experimental implementation of the start-up procedure 
developed in Chapter 2. The torque start-up using for the Unimotor PM machine was 
then discussed and shown to similar to the idealised machine model discussed in 
Chapter 2, due to the high quality of manufacture of this machine. The prototype 
machine was then investigated and the no-load torque characterised. It was noted that 
there was a load on the system that may have been caused by an internal-misalignment. 
This was considered as a disturbance torque on the system. The zero speed estimation 
procedure was implemented to control the prototype machine via DSpace. The first 
routine showed the zero position estimation error was within 1% when implemented 
via DSpace. Then the second routine settled to around 30 electrical degrees. The third 
routine settled between 0 and 30 electrical degrees as the load increased the position 
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offset toward 0 electrical degrees. The fourth routine predicted the position between 
two sectors.  
Low speed control was investigated firstly by implementing open-loop brushless DC 
and then using measured torque feedback to make it closed-loop resulting in improved 
control of the machine at low speed. With the procedures developed machine control 
can be realised from zero and low speed with all load conditions by using measured 
torque feedback. 
 
• Chapter 5, This Chapter discussed a simple rotor position sensorless control technique 
that is employed above the threshold speed of 150 rpm. When the machine exceeds the 
threshold speed a flux estimation technique is enabled to estimate the position.  Firstly, 
the flux estimation is discussed, and then simulated. The standard flux estimation 
worked for no-load and could not work for varying loads. Here, the load angle effect 
on position was shown in simulation then it has been illustrated in test rig. This was 
further shown in simulation that by adding load, the load angle got larger. When using 
the measured torque feedback the position error was improved. 
 The second part of this Chapter was validation of the simulation study via 
experimental results. Firstly, the electrical position with no-load was estimated, then 
the test repeated for increasing load. Five different load conditions without measured 
torque feedback were considered. The position estimation error increased for 
increasing load. Measured torque feedback was used to measure the load angle and the 
same five cases were repeated with measured torque feedback. In all of the five load 
conditions with measured torque feedback, a reduced error (within 2% error) was 
measured.  
Then the last two sections of this Chapter focused on reducing the number of sensors 
in a BLDC machine drive-system. Then experimental results were presented showing 
control of the machine using one DC link current and one DC link voltage sensor and 
an integrated SAW torque transducer.  
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6.2  Future Work  
 
This research could pave the way for further research in this area ways: 
 
6.2.1  Challenges in measured torque feedback control  
 
The SAW torque transducer has drift and noise problems which contributed 0.6 Nm error. 
This error is due to the amplifier system as discussed in the thesis. The system can be 
further enhanced if these drift and noise problems can be reduced. One option would be to 
test the new SAW torque transducer which requires only a USB wire without the need for 
the display unit and according to the manufacture exhibits lower noise and has no drift 
problems. If this is the case it will be interesting to develop a full torque observer, as 
ideally if the machine is excited knowing the zero speed position a positive torque will be 
generated, the torque will increase until a certain position then decrease, at that instant the 
next switch should change. The noise and drift problems on the torque signal has prevented 
such an observer being designed.  
 
6.2.2  Applications to other machines  
 
The application of the SAW torque transducer was investigated in this work on a three 
phase BLPM. Industry is now focusing on multi phase BLPM machines which can loose a 
phase and still can be controlled. It will be interesting to investigate the performance of the 
SAW torque sensor with a multi phase machine. Another area where the SAW sensor 
based control could be used would be in the control of switched reluctance machines.  
 
6.2.3 Reduced sensors implementation 
 
The system noise due to using one DC current and one DC voltage sensor can be reduced 
if the whole system is built in one package. The interesting part here is that the DC current 
sensor should be positioned between the inverter switches and the DC capacitor, taking up 
space, however the distance between the switches and the capacitors should be minimized 
to reduced sensor noise. Implementing the reduced sensor control is challenging as system 
noise and control performance need to be carefully examined.  
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6.3  Area of Novelty and Publications 
 
The following aspects of the work presented in this thesis are novel: 
 
• The use of measured torque feedback to control the BLPM machine drive without a 
position sensor at zero speed to high speed.  
• There are only four possible zero speed position estimation for all load condition, 
routine one electromagnetic  torque less the load torque does not rotate, routine two 
electromagnetic  torque larger then load torque and there is no-load (rotate), routine 
three electromagnetic  torque larger then load torque and there is load that is less 
then threshold torque (rotate), routine four electromagnetic  torque larger then load 
torque and there is load that is larger then threshold torque (partial rotate). 
• Low speed control using measured torque feedback at different load conditions. 
• Flux-linkage position estimation using measured torque feedback using three 
current and three voltage sensors then reducing the number of sensors to one DC 
current and one DC voltage sensor. 
 
The following publications have resulted from the work presented in this thesis, to-date: 
 
• F. Alrifai, N. Schofield, “Control of PM Machines with Non-contact Measured 
Torque Feedback,” 14th International Conference EPE-PEMC 2010, pp. 1-6, 
September 2010. 
 
• F. Alrifai and N. Schofield, “Control of brushless PM machines using measured 
torque feedback,” International Symposium on Power Electronics Electrical Drives 
Automation and Motion (SPEEDAM2010), Vol., No., pp. 996-1001, June 2010. 
 
• E. Peralta-Sanchez, F. Alrifai and N. Schofield, “Direct Torque Control of 
permanent magnet motors using a single current sensor,” IEEE 
International Conference on Electric Machines and Drives Conference, IEMDC 
'09., pp. 89-94, 3-6 May 2009. 
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APPENDIX A1 
 
SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVES TORQUE 
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
 
 
A1.1 Rayleigh Waves 
 
Surface acoustic waves are also known as Rayleigh waves, named after Lord Rayleigh an 
English scientist born in 1885. Lord Rayleigh demonstrated theoretically that waves could 
be propagated over the plane boundary between a linearly elastic half space and a vacuum, 
where the amplitude decays exponentially with depth.  The theory was implemented 
around 1930, where Voltmer and White, of the University of California, generated such 
waves, which are more commonly known referred to as Surface Acoustic Waves (SAW) or 
Rayleigh waves, on the free surface of an isotropic, elastic substrate, namely quartz.  The 
influence of the material properties of the surface layer of a sample on the velocity and 
attenuations of surface acoustic waves permits the latter to be used for the assessment of 
residual stress in the surface layer, as well as the thermal and mechanical properties of the 
surface layer of the sample [5].  
A1.2 SAW Torque Transducer  
 
The SAW transducer is shown schematically in Fig. A1.1.  The SAW’s are produced by 
metallic film transducers on the surface of a piezoelectric material. An alternating voltage 
applied to the transducer produces waves.  The wave period is determined by the 
interdigital configuration, thus the wave frequencies can be physically set to a given 
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frequency.  When stress is applied to the SAW device, strain is induced, which can be 
either a state of tension or compression.  The strain will change the spacing of the 
interdigital elements and hence the operating frequency changes.  For example, if an 
excitation frequency is set to 500 MHz and 1Nm of tension applied, the excitation 
frequency will decrease; conversely an revisable compressive stain will increase the 
frequency by the same amount.  The quality factor of the transducer is high; therefore, by 
measuring the impedance, a tracking oscillator can be controlled [5].  
 
 
 
Fig.  A1.1  Outline of SAW transducer 
[5]. 
Fig. A1.2  Two SAW transducers each 
with there own antenna. 
 
The measurement of torque with SAW sensors in general is based on bending, stretching, 
or compressing of the sensor substrate.  So a typical SAW torque transducer contains two 
SAW elements that are used in a half bridge configuration, one positioned so as to be 
sensitive to the principle compressive stain and the other poisoned to observe the principle 
tensile strain.  Note that in the absence of bending moments and axial forces, the principle 
stress planes lie perpendicular to one another and at 45 degrees to the plane about which 
the tensional moment is applied.  The two SAW transducers and their associated antenna 
are illustrated in Fig. A1.2.  The two frequencies produced by the SAW elements are 
mixed together to produce difference and sum signals.  The difference signal is a measure 
of induced strain and hence, from the knowledge of the material properties and governing 
equations, torque is implied.  The sum signal is a measure of the shaft temperature [5].  
The primary frequency of oscillations can be chosen to lie between 100-1000MHz with the 
difference frequency varying up to 1.0 MHz.   The two combined SAW elements result in 
a transducer having the following specifications:  
Resolution: 1 part in 106 
Linearity: 0.1%  
Bandwidth: 1MHz  
SAW devices 
RF coupling 
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APPENDIX 2 
 
ROTOR POSITION SENSORS  
 
 
A2.1 Introduction 
 
Brushless PM drive systems require precise rotor position information feedback to 
optimise dynamic performance.  The drive system performance thus depends on the static 
and dynamic characteristics of the rotor position transducer that is selected.  When drive 
system measured quantities are rapidly changing, the dynamic relationship between the 
input and output of the measurement system have to be considered, particularly when 
discrete sampling is involved.  In contrast, the measured parameters may change slowly in 
some applications and signal drift may become problematic, hence the static performance 
should also be considered.  The selection of a suitable rotor position transducer should 
consider the following assessments [8]: 
(i) Accuracy: a measure of how the output of the transducer relates to the true value at 
the input. 
(ii) Dead-band: the largest change in input to which the transducer will fail to respond, 
usually caused by mechanical effects such friction, gears. 
(iii) Drift: the variation in the transducer output which is not caused by a change at the 
input. 
(iv) Linearity: a measure of the consistency of the input-to-output ratio over the useful 
measurement range of the transducer. 
(v) Resolution: the smallest change in the input that can be detected. 
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(vi) Repeatability: a measure of the closeness with which a group of output values agree 
for a constant input. 
A2.2 Resolvers 
Resolvers are electromechanical transducers that in conjunction with appropriate 
electronics convert rotor shaft angle into an absolute analogue position signal [9].  The 
device is illustrated in Fig. A2.1 showing a mechanical cross-section view (a) and 
simplified electrical circuit representation (b).  As the relative position of the static and 
rotating coils change, the resolver output varies as the sine of either electrical or 
mechanical angle. Connection to the rotating coil is made by either brushes or slip rings, or 
more usually via inductive coupling.  The inductive (brushless) resolvers offer up to 10 
times the life of brushed types and are insensitive to vibration and dirt.  The stator consists 
of two output windings spaced apart by 90 degrees electrical and the primary of a rotary 
transformer [10].  The rotor carries the secondary of the rotary transformer that is used to 
excite the main rotor coil, as shown in Fig. A2.1 (b).  
 
 
(a)  Mechanical cross-section view. (b)  Simplified electrical circuit representation. 
Fig. A2.1  Resolver-electromechanical position transducer [10]. 
In general [10], the static rotor transducer winding is excited by an AC Reference Voltage 
(Vr) of typically 5 kHz.  The induced voltages in the SIN and COS windings are equal to 
the value of the Reference Voltage multiplied by the SIN or COS of the angle of the input 
shaft from a fixed zero point.  Thus, the resolver provides two voltages whose ratio 
represents the absolute position of the input shaft, i.e: 
Static coil Rotating coil 
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sin
tan
cos
r
r
r
θθ
θ
=  
(A2.1) 
 
where θr is the rotor shaft angle.  Because the ratio of the SIN and COS voltages is 
considered, any changes in the resolvers’ characteristics, such as those caused by aging or 
a change in temperature, are ignored.  An additional advantage of the SIN / COS ratio is 
that the shaft angle is absolute.  Even if the shaft is rotated with power removed, the 
resolver will report its new position value when power is restored. In the selection of a 
resolver, two major parameters need to be considered: the resolution and the accuracy, 
both static and dynamic.  The major disadvantage of resolvers is the need for interfacing 
electronics.  The resolver analog output to digital conversion also adds complexity.  
A2.3 Optical Encoders 
Optical encoders can take one of two forms:  
• incremental and  
• absolute.  
Each of theses types of encoder consists of three main parts, as illustrated in Fig. A2.2, that 
is:  
(i) an optical receiver, 
(ii) a light source, 
(iii) and a code wheel 
The receiver is normally a phototransistor or diode which responds to the light intensity 
received from a local light source [11].  The light source can be either a filament bulb but 
more usually a solid state light emitting diode.  The different kinds of optical encoders are 
characterized by the information contained on the code wheel and by how it is interpreted 
by an external control system as illustrated in Fig. A2.3. Showing the construction on an 
incremental encoder (a).  The encoder code wheel has a single track of equally sized, 
opaque and translucent slots. As the wheel rotates, an equal work-space digital signal is 
produced with a frequency proportional to the speed of rotation.  The incremental encoder 
is essentially a pulse generator, signalling on each increment of motion.  There are mainly 
two kinds of incremental encoders either rotary incremental encoder which gives pulses 
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per revolution, or linear encoders which returns data in pulses per inch or millimetre. The 
incremental encoder keeps no record of its actual position, thus a one per revolution index 
pulse is also included.  Incremental encoders produce square-wave pulse trains. They 
typically have two output channels (A and B) offset from each other by half a pulse width 
(90 degrees) to provide information on direction of rotation, as shown in Fig. A2.4.  When 
the machines rotates clock-wise then channel A will lead channel B, else if the machine 
rotates counter-clock wise, channel A will lag channel B.  
If absolute rotor position is required from the sensor, a number of discrete discs, associated 
LEDS and sensors are required as illustrated in Fig. A2.3 (b).  The absolute encoder 
usually implements binary or gray code, with one bit per track. The gray code is preferred 
because only one bit changes between any positioned state, as detailed in Table A2.1. The 
encoder disks are costly, hence, absolute devices tend to be more expensive than 
incremental.  
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Fig. A2.2  Main components of incremental and absolute encoder [11]. 
 
 
(a)  Incremental. (b)  Absolute. 
Fig. A.2.3  Incremental and absolute encoder disk schemes [12]. 
 
Fig. A2.4  Incremental encoders A and B pulses [12].  
 
 
A 
B 
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Decimal code Binary code Gray code 
0 0000 0000 
1 0001 0001 
2 0010 0011 
3 0011 0010 
4 0100 0110 
5 0101 0111 
6 0110 0101 
7 0111 0100 
8 1000 1100 
9 1001 1101 
10 1010 1111 
11 1011 1110 
12 1100 1010 
13 1101 1011 
14 1110 1001 
15 1111 1000 
Table A2.1  Binary and Gray code as used in absolute optical encoders [12]. 
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APPENDIX A3 
 
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDITION HARDWARE 
AND DSPACE SYSTEM 
 
 
A3.1 Introduction 
 
The start-up routine proposed in Chapter 2 is implemented via a DSpace controlled drive 
system comprising of a commercial brushless PM machine, the Unimotor coupled directly 
to a prototype brushless PM machine, as illustrated by the test facility schematic of Fig. 
3.39 and by the rig photography gallery of Fig. 3.40.  The current and voltage 
instrumentation, full-bridge power electronic inverter, gate drive circuitry, filters and 
protections are discussed here for completeness.  An overview is also given of the DSpace 
machine control platform developed as part of this research study. 
A3.2 Current sensors  
 
There are four current sensors in the system, they are used to monitor the currents through 
the three phases and also monitor the dc current. The current transducer used here is Hall 
current sensor which is LA 55-P from LEM, the data sheet is in the appendix. Since the 
current that is going to be measured is usually under 25A. Then the measuring resistance is 
going to be selected to be 160 ohm for maximum accuracy. The output of the current 
sensors will be a voltage which be filtered through a low pass filter with a cut off 
frequency of 2 kHz. the chosen low pass cut off frequency was choose because the inverter 
PWM carrier frequency at 10 kHz and the operating frequency is very low so that the delay 
and magnitude effect cause by the low filter does not effect the measurement. The current 
sensors diagram and how they are attached to the inverter is shown in Fig. A3.1. The 
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current sensor is shown in Fig. A3.2, and shown in the real system used as in Fig A3.3. 
The output of the low pass filter is connected to a DSpace system. The DSpace system 
converts the current to it real value and accounts for all offset and magnitude changes 
needed and then used as feedback this is shown in Fig. A3.4. The system only needs one 
DC current to control the three phase current this will be explained in detail in chapter 5.  
 
 
Fig. A3.1  Current sensors schematic on the inverter. 
 
 
 
Fig. A3.2  Current sensor. 
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Fig. A3.3  Current sensors attached to real inverter. 
 
 
Fig. A3.4  Current sensors in DSpace code. 
 
Idc 
Iw 
Iv 
Iu 
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A3.3 Voltage sensors  
 
The voltage sensors used are made by LEM there known as the voltage transducers LV 25-
1000. The voltage maximum that is going to be used in the experiment is going to be 
within +-1000 volts. For maximum accuracy the resistance will be chosen to be 320 ohms 
from the data sheet. There are four voltage sensors that are going to be used in the 
experiment to measure the three phase voltage and also the DC voltage. The diagram of 
how these voltages are going to be inserted with respect to the inverter is shown in Fig. 
A3.5. The voltage sensor that is used in the system is shown in Fig. A3.6. The voltage 
sensors are shown in the experimental rig as in Fig. A3.7. The output of the voltage sensors 
is connected to a low pass filter with a cut off frequency of 2 kHz. The offset and 
amplitude is adjusted in accordingly is DSpace as shown in Fig. A3.8.  
 
 
Fig. A3.5  Voltage sensor schematic on the inverter.  
 
Fig. A3.6  Voltage sensor board. 
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Fig. A3.7  Voltage sensors attached to real inverter. 
Vdc 
Vw 
Vv 
Vu 
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Fig. A3.8  Voltage sensors in DSpace code.  
 
A3.4  Low-pass filter circuit  
 
The printed circuit made to deliver the measured currents and voltages values to DSpace is 
explained here. The circuit consists of a measured resistance given in the data sheet that is 
used to receive the out current of the current sensor and the voltage sensor respectively. 
The best value for the resistance to be used for the application here is 160 and 320 ohms 
for the current and voltage sensors. The low pass filter is used to take out the high 
frequency the value chosen for the cut off frequency is 2 kHz many test have made using 
different cut off frequency until this value was choose since the fundamental frequency 
used is very low, the delay, and amplitude effect are very small and compensated in  
DSpace. The measuring resistance and low pass circuit diagram is shown in Fig. A3.9 in 
PCB format. The measuring resistance and low pass circuit after it built is shown Fig. 
A3.10 and is shown in the experimental rig as in Fig. A3.11.  
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Fig. A3.9  Low-pass filter and measuring resistance circuit  in PCB. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A3.10  Low-pass filter and measuring resistance circuit after being built. 
Vdc Vw Vv Vu Source Idc Iu Iv Iw 
Vw to 
DSpace 
Vv to 
DSpace 
Vu to 
DSpace 
Vdc to 
DSpace 
Idc to 
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Iu to 
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Iv to 
DSpace 
Iw to 
DSpace 
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Fig. A3.11  Low pass filter and measuring resistance circuit in the rig. 
Low-
pass 
filter  
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A3.5  IGBT inverter circuits 
 
The inverter used is a BP7B is shown in Fig. A3.12.   it is an isolated interface circuit for 
six and seven pack low and medium power L-series intelligent power modules (IPMs). It 
consists of a VLA606-01R which is opto-interface for isolation of control signals and also 
isolates the power supply for the IPMs built in gate drive and protection circuits. The 
isolation helps to directly connect the IPM to the logic level control it shown in Fig. A3.13. 
The IPMs part number PM25RLA120 has a built in gate drive and a protection circuit, the 
PM25RLA120 has a common control ground for all three low sides IGBT. This permits 
the use of a single low side supply so that only four isolated supplies are required this is 
shown in Fig. A3.14. The VLA106-24151 and VLA106-24154 are isolated dc-dc converter 
which operate from a single 24 V dc supply and produces an isolated 15 V dc output and 
provides up 100 mA for control power and 300mA respectively, it also uses a transformer 
to provide 2500VRMS isolation between the primary and secondary, the VLA106-24151 is 
show in Fig. A3.15.  
 
 
Fig. A3.12  BP7B circuit diagram. 
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Fig. A3.13  VLA606-01R circuit diagram (optical coupler). 
 
 
Fig. A3.14 PM25RLA120 IPMs circuit diagram (IGBT). 
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Fig. A3.15  VLA106-24151 circuit diagram (DC-DC). 
 
The circuit uses the VLA606-01R to transfer logic level control signals between the system 
controller and the IPMs. The internal optocouplers provide galvanic isolation to completely 
separate the controllers from the high voltage in the power circuit. The VLA606-01R also 
provides isolated control power supplies to power the IPMs built in gate drive and 
protection circuits. From Fig. A3.12 the six main IGBT on/off control signals are 
transferred to the IPMs through VLA606-01R. The input control signal  is inverted by the 
VLA606-01R so that leads that an on signal is generated by low pin ground and off signal 
is generated by an on 5 volts input signal. The input signal from the control is inputted 
from pins 33-38 (Up, Vp,Wp, Un, Vn, Wn) and outputted from pins 24-26 Wn, Vn, Un for 
the low side and the high side are 17, 9, 3,Wp, Vp, Up.  Isolated control power for the IPM 
is supplied by VLA106-24151  (IC3, IC4, IC5, IC6). Each power supply is decoupled at 
the IPM’s pins with a low impedance electrolytic capacitor (C1-C4). These capacitors must 
be low impedance/high ripple current types because they are required to supply the high 
current gate drive pulses to the IPM’s internal gate driving circuits. The DC to DC 
converters are powered from a single 24VDC supply connected at CN3. The 24VDC 
supply is decoupled by the electrolytic capacitor C5 to maintain a stable well filtered 
source for the DC to DC converters. The current draw on the 24V supply will range from 
about 75mA to 200mA depending on the module being driven and switching frequency. A 
power indicator consisting of an LED (LED5) in series with current limiting resistor (R4) 
is provided to show that the 24VDC supply is present. A typical controller interface for the 
BP7B can be shown as on signal (IPM control input low) is generated by pulling the 
respective control input low (GND) using a CMOS buffer capable of sinking at least 16mA 
(74HC04 or similar) shown in Fig A3.16.  
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Fig. A3.16  74hc04 buffer circuit (for sinking current). 
 
In the off state the buffer should actively pull the control input high to maintain good noise 
immunity. Open collector drive that allows the control input to float will degrade common 
mode noise immunity and is therefore not recommended. If the IPM’s built in protection is 
activated it will immediately shut down the gate drive to the affected IGBT and pull the 
associated FO pin low. This causes the VLA606 to pull the fault feedback signal (Pin 9 of 
J2) low. When a fault is detected by the IPM a fault signal with a minimum duration of 
1ms is produced. Any signal on the fault line that is significantly shorter than 1ms can not 
be a legitimate fault and should be ignored by the controller. An active fault signal 
indicates that severe conditions have caused the IPM’s self protection to operate. The fault 
feedback signal should be used by the system controller to stop the operation of the circuit 
until the cause of the fault is identified and corrected. Repetitive fault operations may 
result in damage to the IPM.  The BP7B circuit is shown in Fig. A3.17; the IGBT used is 
PM25RLA120 IPMs is shown in Fig. A3.18 and the CMOS buffer between DSpace and 
the BP7B circuit is shown in Fig. A3.19. The whole system is shown in Fig A3.20. The 
DSpace block used to communicate with the BP7B through CMOS buffer is shown in Fig. 
A3.21.   
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Fig. A3.17  BP7B circuit diagram. 
 
 
Fig. A3.18  PM25RLA120 circuit diagram. 
  
 
 
Fig. A3.19  CMOS buffer circuit. 
 
 
6 signal from 
DSpace 
To CMOS  
6 signal from 
CMOS buffer to 
Inverter one  
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Fig. A3.20 BP7B circuit diagram. 
 
Fig. A3.21  Six switch code from DSpace to inverter. 
The BP7B 
intelligent circuit 
to communicate 
with the IGBT 
6 signal from 
CMOS buffer to 
Inverter one  
The 
PM25RLA120 
IGBT circuit 
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A3.6  DSpace Model  
 
The complete DSpace model used to implement the measured torque feedback at all speeds 
is shown in Fig. A3.22. The fifteen parts of the model is discussed below.  
 
A3.6.1  Start here 
 
The Start here block is where system starts, this block generates 5 signals, each signal is 1 
s apart, the first signal is to excite phase UV, the second signal is to excite phase VW, the 
third signal is to excite phase WU, the fourth signal is to estimate the zero speed position 
and the fifth signal is to start the low speed control using measured torque feedback and 
then block stops.  The initial signal is always set to zero which makes the machine stop. 
This model is illustrated on Fig. A3.23. 
A3.6.2  Zero speed position estimation 
 
The Zero speed estimation block, as discussed in Chapter 2 and 4, will take three torque 
inputs and estimate the initial position. The position is best when it started from stand still 
so that no reversal can happen. This model is illustrated on Fig. A3.24. 
A3.6.3 Low speed control  
 
The Low  speed get the initial position then excites the corresponding phase, depending on 
the demanded speed the function increases the demanded voltage, if load is added to the 
block the measured torque feedback will increases or decrease the demanded voltage to 
keep the system from over modulation or under modulation. This model is illustrated on 
Fig. A3.25. 
A3.6.4  Flux-linkage position estimation (a) 
 
The flux-linkage block (a) it calculates the flux-linkage from the inputted currents and 
voltages, without any measured torque feedback, in Chapter 5 the results of this block is 
discussed. This model is illustrated on Fig. A3.26. 
A3.6.5 Flux-linkage position estimation (b) 
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The flux-linkage block (b) it calculates the flux-linkage from the inputted currents and 
voltages, with measured torque feedback, in Chapter 5 the results of this block is 
discussed. This model is illustrated on Fig. A3.27. 
A3.6.6 Flux-linkage position estimation (c) 
 
The flux-linkage block (c) it calculates the flux-linkage from the calculated currents and 
voltages from a single DC current, DC voltage and with measured torque feedback, in 
Chapter 5 the results of this block is discussed. This model is illustrated on Fig. A3.28. 
A3.6.7 Speed calculation 
 
The speed calculation blocks takes the estimated electrical position from the flux-linkage 
and calculates the speed. The inputted electrical position can be either from the calculated 
position or from the measured position from the position sensor. This model is illustrated 
on Fig. A3.29. 
A3.6.8 Brushless DC control 
 
This block implements brushless DC control, the input are divided into three parts, the first 
part is for the zero speed estimation and the block will out the signal to the inverter to 
excite the three phases with 1 A excitation each and to hold the excitation for 1 s. the 
second part is the low speed control with measured torque feedback where after the zero 
position is calculated then a low speed control is implemented with measured torque 
feedback and the block excited the motor as a brushless DC based on the speed demanded 
and control the current based on the associated measured torque feedback. The third part is 
for over threshold speed, the flux-linkage in this motor can be calculated after 150 rpm so 
after the threshold speed the estimated rotor position is inputted and the motor is excited 
every 120 degrees. This model is illustrated on Fig. A3.30. 
 
A3.6. 9 Current control 
 
The current control either control the current from the measured or from the calculated 
current from the DC current control. The demanded current is compared to either current 
and the error is in putted into a PI controller. The PI control output is compared to a 
triangle waveform to either increase or decrease the duty ratio. The demanded duty ratio 
output foes to the inverter. This model is illustrated on Fig. A3.31. 
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A3.6.10 Inverter 
 
The output of the current control is used as the input to the inverter, which from will give 
the communication signal to the real IGBT. This model is illustrated on Fig. A3.32. 
A3.6.11 Torque input 
 
This block is used to input the torque signal into DSpace where is will be used in the zero, 
low and flux-linkage position control. This model is illustrated on Fig. A3.33. 
 
A3.6.12 Position sensor input 
 
This block is used to input the incremental pulses of the position sensors used and also the 
index signal is this position sensor there are 5000 pulses per mechanical revolution. The 
electrical and mechanical position in degrees and radians can be calculated. The measured 
position here is used to be compared with the calculated position. This model is illustrated 
on Fig. A3.34. 
A3.6.13 Input current 
 
This block is used to input the measured three phase currents and the DC current into 
DSpace where the will be used to control the BLPM machine. This model is illustrated on 
Fig. A3.35. 
 
A3.6.14 Calculated current 
 
This block is used to calculate the three phase currents and from the measured DC current 
where these calculated current will be used to control the BLPM machine. This model is 
illustrated on Fig. A3.36. 
 
A3.6.15 Input voltage 
 
This block is used to input the measured three phase voltages and the DC voltage into 
DSpace where the will be used to control the BLPM machine. This model is illustrated on 
Fig. A3.37. 
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A3.6.16 Calculated voltage 
 
This block is used to calculate the three phase voltages and from the measured DC voltage 
where these calculated current will be used to control the BLPM machine. This model is 
illustrated on Fig. A3.38. 
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Fig. A3.22  Measured torque feedback control. 
 
Fig. A3.23  Start up block. 
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Fig. A3.24  Zero speed estimation. 
 
 
Fig. A3.25  Low speed control. 
 
 
 
Fig. A3.26  Flux-linkage position estimation with no torque feed-back. 
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Fig. A3.27  Flux-linkage position estimation with torque feed-back. 
 
 
 
Fig. A3.28  Flux-linkage position estimation with torque feed-back and calculated 
currents. 
 
 
 
Fig. A3.29  Speed calculation. 
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Fig. A3.30  Brushless DC control. 
 
 
 
Fig. A3.31  Current control. 
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Fig. A3.32  Inverter output block.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A3.33  Torque input block. 
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Fig. A3.34  Position sensor input block. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A3.35  Input current block. 
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Fig. A3.36  Calculated current block. 
 
 
 
Fig. A3.37  Input voltage block. 
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Fig. A3.38  Calculated voltage block. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
